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The coupling of natural and human processes on developed barrier islands leads to 
altered morphological behavior with long-term implications for barrier survival. This dissertation 
uses a combination of remote sensing data, field observations, and numerical modeling to 
analyze how human processes (i.e., sand fencing, nourishment, etc.) have impacted the 
morphological evolution of Bogue Banks, North Carolina (BB) over a 20+ year period (1997-
2020). In Chapter 1, I construct a 20-year long dataset of LiDAR-derived morphometrics from 
BB that includes the locations of sand fences and fenced dune morphology. I used this dataset to 
analyze (1) how the formation of a fenced dune impacts natural dune evolution and (2) how the 
natural dunes in fenced versus non-fenced areas differ. I demonstrate that the formation of a 
fenced dune blocks sediment transport to the natural dune which inhibits its growth and that 
dunes in fenced areas are lower and wider than dunes in non-fenced areas. In Chapter 2, I use the 
XBeach morphodynamic model to explore the protective services offered by dunes of varying 
height and width (aspect ratio) during storms of varying durations and intensities. I show that 
while a lower dune is more susceptible to overwash than a tall dune, a wide dune offers greater 
protection from volume loss in the collision regime by allowing for greater wave dissipation and 
reduced avalanching. I also find that the protection offered by a wide beach is greater than the 
protection offered by the height and width of the dune. In Chapter 3, I pair a coupled dune-beach 
model (Windsurf) with a series of machine learning models (neural networks, genetic 
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algorithms) to develop a workflow for hindcasting dune and beach evolution on an unmanaged 
and managed (fenced) profile from BB (2016-2017). I then use a neural network model to 
forecast the hindcast output for three years (2020). I show that (1) Windsurf reproduces observed 
dune and beach evolution on BB and (2) pairing numerical and data-driven models achieves 
greater hindcast accuracy than manual calibration and allows for the production of accurate inter-
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The prominent morphological feature on sandy coastlines is a continually evolving 
foredune (i.e., the seaward-most dune), which is built up over time through feedbacks between 
aeolian sediment transport and vegetation growth (e.g., Arens et al., 1995; Durán and Moore, 
2013; Hesp, 2002) and eroded by wave runup during storms (Sallenger, 2000). As dune-building 
dune grasses grow (e.g., Ammophila breviligulata and Uniola paniculata on the US East Coast), 
they enhance sediment deposition by reducing shear stress below the critical threshold for 
sediment transport (e.g., Durán and Moore, 2013). As sediment is deposited, vegetation responds 
through vertical and lateral growth in a feedback that promotes further foredune growth (Baas 
and Nield, 2007; Biel et al., 2019a; Godfrey, 1977; Hacker et al., 2012; Maun, 1998; Zarnetske 
et al., 2012, 2015b). 
Although some barrier islands remain in a somewhat natural state, developed barrier 
islands are home to upwards of 1.4 million people on the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts of the United 
States (Zhang and Leatherman, 2011), supporting a billion dollar tax base on barrier islands 
alone (FitzGerald et al., 2008) and a national coastal tourism economy which is valued at $124 
billion (National Oceanic and Atmospheric, 2017). On developed barrier islands, natural dune-
 
1 This chapter originally appeared in the journal Geomorphology.  The original citation is as follows: Itzkin, M., 
Moore, L.J., Ruggiero, P., and Hacker, S.D. (2020), The effect of sand fencing on the morphology of natural dune 
systems, Geomorphology, 352, 106995, doi: 10.1016/j.geomorph.2019.106995 
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building processes are often modified by management activities designed to improve beach 
conditions and/or provide protection from storms. These management activities can include 
beach nourishment (e.g., Smith et al., 2009), beach grass planting (e.g., Hacker et al., 2019), sand 
fencing (e.g., Nordstrom and McCluskey, 1985; Nordstrom et al, 2000; Miller et al, 2001; 
Anthony et al, 2007; Jackson and Nordstrom, 2011; Charbonneau and Wnek, 2016; Jackson and 
Nordstrom, 2018), and removal of beach wrack by raking (e.g., Nordstrom et al., 2012). Such 
management efforts are typically designed to increase beach width and build tall frontal dunes 
that reduce the probability of overwash (i.e., wave overtopping of the foredune), though 
sometimes there is a preference for narrower beaches and shorter dunes to preserve ocean views 
(Nordstrom et al., 2000). Because overwash facilitates island rollover, management efforts 
resulting in tall dunes may inhibit an island’s ability to persist under conditions of rising sea level 
(Magliocca et al., 2011; Rogers et al., 2015). 
Beach nourishment efforts produce rapid seaward beach growth (i.e., artificial 
progradation), which increases the distance between the shoreline and the cross-shore position 
where dune-building vegetation becomes established (i.e., the vegetation limit), leading to the 
formation of larger dunes (Durán and Moore, 2013). In a study of dunes on the Danish coast, van 
Puijenbroek et al (2017) found that embryo dune growth was greater in nourished locations 
compared to non-nourished locations. Beach nourishment also decreases the beach slope, which 
makes the dunes less likely to be eroded during a storm because more wave energy is attenuated 
before reaching the dune (Cohn et al., 2019b; Ruggiero et al., 2001).  
Sand fences are commonly used to enhance dune building, and thus to provide coastal 
protection, because they are inexpensive and easily constructed by property owners (Jackson and 
Nordstrom, 2011). The formation of a foredune by a sand fence is controlled by interactions 
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between aeolian processes and the fence (Figure 1.1). The decrease in wind velocity across a 
sand fence is controlled by the porosity of the sand fence and will lead to a minimized velocity at 
a distance landward of the fence (e.g., Cornelis and Gabriels, 2005; Li and Sherman, 2015; 
Gillies et al., 2017). This decrease in velocity through the fence leads to a decrease in the shear 
stress acting on the bed, a gradient in aeolian sediment transport, and hence, deposition, which 
occurs mostly in the lee of the fence (with a small amount of deposition seaward of the fence) 
(e.g., Nordstrom and McCluskey, 1985; Cornelis and Gabriels, 2005; Lima et al., 2018). While 
the porosity of a fence controls its sand trapping efficiency, the height of the fence controls how 
tall the fenced foredune can grow (Alhajraf, 2004). Once the height of the fence above the bed is 
less than the elevation of the saltation layer, the fence ceases to have an effect on transport and 
deposition (Li and Sherman, 2015).  
 
Figure 1.1 Conceptual model of the processes involved in the formation of a fenced dune 
seaward of a pre-existing natural dune. Wind velocity is reduced at the fence, which promotes 
deposition of sediment around the fence location. While the vegetation limit, and thus the natural 
dune location, is a function of wave runup and saltwater inundation (Hesp, 2002), the fenced 
dune can form wherever the fence is located as long as there is sufficient sand flux. 
 
Sand fences are often emplaced seaward of the existing (or previously existing) natural 
foredune, typically in response to an erosional event (Charbonneau and Wnek, 2016),  to initiate 
the formation of a new foredune seaward of the natural foredune (Figure 1.1), making them 
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effective for post-storm dune recovery (Charbonneau and Wnek, 2016) and erosion control 
(Anthony et al., 2007). Previous studies on the use of sand fences have focused on the 
construction and aerodynamic properties of sand fences (e.g., Cornelis and Gabriels, 2005; Li 
and Sherman, 2015; Gillies et al., 2017; Lima et al., 2017) and their monthly to annual impacts 
on foredune morphology (e.g., Mendelssohn et al., 1991; Miller et al., 2001 Anthony et al., 2007; 
Charbonneau and Wnek, 2016; Jackson and Nordstrom, 2018). However, it is unclear how the 
emplacement of sand fences seaward of a pre-existing natural foredune influences the 
morphology of the natural foredune itself after sand fence emplacement.   
Here, we use observational data to understand how sand fences influence natural 
foredune morphology by comparing areas with and without sand fences. We also consider the 
influence of beach nourishment on natural and fenced dune growth. We hypothesize that 
following emplacement of sand fences, formation of a fenced foredune inhibits sediment 
transport and prevents the growth of the landward naturally occurring foredune. We further 
hypothesize that because of this effect, foredunes in natural areas without sand fences will be 
taller and experience greater magnitudes of morphologic change than foredunes behind fenced 
dunes. 
2. Study Area 
2.1 Bogue Banks 
Bogue Banks, North Carolina, is an approximately 40 km-long east-west oriented barrier 
island located southward and westward of Cape Lookout National Seashore (CALO) (Figure 
1.2A). The island is bounded to the east by Beaufort Inlet, to the west by Bogue Inlet, and 
separated from the mainland by Bogue Sound. Bogue Banks is a developed barrier island with an 
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estimated 2017 population of 6,500 people (U.S. Census Bureau, 2018) within the communities 
of Emerald Isle (pop. 3,683), Indian Beach (pop. 112), Pine Knoll Shores (pop. 1,332), and 
Atlantic Beach (pop. 1,494) and a tourism industry that generates over $350 million in annual 
revenue (Carteret County Economic Development, 2018). The eastern ~2 km of the island is
  
Figure 1.2. A. Map of Bogue Banks and its position along the coast of North Carolina (inset), 
showing town locations and location of Fort Macon State Park. B. Bogue Banks showing Lidar 
profile locations color coded according to the presence or absence of sand fences. 
 
the site of Fort Macon State Park, a Civil War era fort where the beach has been relatively 
undeveloped compared to the rest of the island. Although Fort Macon’s beach has undergone 
numerous episodes of beach nourishment (Carteret County Shore Protection Office, 2017), there 
are no sand fences within the park’s boundaries. 
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 Sand fences on Bogue Banks tend to be constructed by individual property owners.  For 
this reason, records of the timing and location of sand fence construction do not exist (Rudolph, 
2016; Sanderson, 2016). Historical satellite imagery from Digital Globe using Google Earth 
shows sand fences appearing on the island in 2010, however it is likely that older rows of fences 
exist and have been covered by sand over time. Sand fences are common across the entire length 
of Bogue Banks although they become significantly denser (contained in 50-100% of profiles) 
eastward in the communities of Pine Knoll Shores and Atlantic Beach (Figure 1.2B). 
2.2 Environmental Conditions  
 
Figure 1.3. Wind (left) and wave (right) roses for Bogue Banks, North Carolina, from 2008-
2016. Measured from NDBC wind gage CLKN7, Waverider buoy 41110, and NOAA tide gage 
8656483.  
 
 Based on available data from 2008 to 2016, Bogue Banks experienced mean wind 
velocities of 5.7 m/s with measured wind speeds up to 31.7 m/s. Winds (NDBC wind gage 
CLKN7) were primarily out of the southwest although the strongest winds were from the 
northeast (Figure 1.3A). The strongest recorded winds during this time (31.7 m/s, associated with 
2.64 m waves) occurred on July 4, 2014 with the landfall of Hurricane Arthur over Shackleford 
Banks, adjacent to Bogue Banks. Over the same time period, the tidal range in the Bogue 
Banks/CALO region was 2.45 m (NOAA tide gage 8656483) and the mean significant wave 
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height was 0.89 m, with wave heights ranging from 0.02 m to 4.46 m (Waverider buoy 41110, 
17m depth). Waves were primarily out of the southeast (Figure 1.3B) with the largest waves 
(4.46 m, associated with 19.20 m/s winds) occurring on September 6, 2008, associated with the 
landfall of Hurricane Hanna south of Bogue Banks near Wilmington, NC.  
 
 
Figure 1.4. Timeline of tropical storms and cyclones that have impacted Carteret County 
(location of Bogue Banks, NC), and the adjacent counties to the north (Dare), and south 
(Onslow) between 1997 and 2016 (Sefcovic, 2016). 
 
 Between 1997 and 2016, twenty-nine tropical storms and cyclones impacted Bogue 
Banks (Figure 1.4), most of which were tropical storms (n = 20) and the strongest (n = 5) were 
Category 2 hurricanes (Sefcovic, 2016). Of the twenty-nine storms during this time, six made 
landfall in or near Carteret County including Tropical Storm Dennis (1999), Hurricane Isabel 





2.3 Beach Nourishment History 
 A series of beach nourishment projects were completed on Bogue Banks between 1997 
and 2016. Fort Macon was nourished in 2002, 2005, 2007, 2011, 2014, and 2015 with dredged 
sediment from Beaufort Inlet whereas the western end of Emerald Isle near Bogue Inlet was 
nourished in 1997, 1999, 2000, 2003, 2006, 2010, and 2013 with sediment from the Intracoastal 
Waterway (Carteret County Shore Protection Office, 2017). Portions of the rest of the island 
have also been nourished as part of recovery efforts following Hurricanes Isabel (2004), Ophelia 
(2007), and Irene (2013) (Carteret County Shore Protection Office, 2017). The 2004 nourishment 
was located along a ~11 km stretch of Emerald Island and Indian Beach. The 2007 nourishment 
was located along a ~5 km stretch of Emerald Isle and a ~15 km stretch that includes Emerald 
Isle, Indian Beach, and Pine Knoll shores.  The 2013 nourishment, which occurred during the 
post-fencing period, was contained to a ~2 km and ~5 km alongshore stretch along Emerald Isle 
and a ~5 km stretch near Pine Knoll Shores. The island also experienced beach nourishments as 
part of a three-phase restoration effort in 2002 (phase 1, Pine Knoll Shores and Indian Beach), 
















We use lidar-derived topography from 1997 to 2016 to sample 1 m alongshore-spaced transects 
along the length of Bogue Banks (Table 1.1, Figure 1.2B). A total of 38,454 profiles were 
extracted for all years of available lidar topography, each extended from seaward of the mean 
high water (MHW) contour to landward of the natural dune line. The eastern and westernmost 
ends of the island near Bogue and Beaufort Inlets were not included to avoid the effects of inlet 
dynamics, which are not relevant to this study. The western limit of the study area is defined as 
the location where the dune line begins in Emerald Isle and the eastern limit is defined as the 
location where the dunes along Fort Macon become highly recurved leading towards Beaufort 
Inlet (Figure 1.2B).  
 











1997 Fall East Coast Lidar (SC to DE) 9/15 10/2 0.15 0.80 
1998 Fall East Coast Lidar (SC to VA) 9/1 9/7 0.15 0.80 
1999 Post-Floyd Lidar (NC, SC, VA) 9/18 9/18 0.15 0.80 
2000 Summer East Coast Lidar (GA, NC, SC) 8/2 8/7 0.15 0.80 
2004 USACE NCMP Topobathy Lidar: Gulf 
(AL, FL, MS) & Atlantic Coast (NC) 4/1 9/25 0.15 0.80 
2005 USACE NCMP Topobathy Lidar: 
Atlantic Coast (NY to VA) 8/24 11/26 0.20 0.75 
2010 USACE NCMP Topobathy Lidar: 
Atlantic Coast (FL to NC) 5/4 6/16 0.15 0.75 
2011 NOAA NGS Lidar: Post-Irene 8/28 8/29 0.15 1.00 
2014 NOAA NGS Topobathy Lidar: Post-
Sandy (SC to NY) 1/8 7/27 0.06 1.00 
2016 
USACE Post-Matthew Topobathy Lidar: 
Southeast Coast (VA, NC, SC, GA, FL) 10/1 12/31 0.19 1.00 
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3.2 Sand Fences 
Sand fences along Bogue Banks can easily be identified using Google Earth satellite 
imagery where they appear as dark, typically shore-oblique, lines along the beach near the dune 
line. To incorporate sand fences into the analysis, all fences along Bogue Banks were marked in 
Google Earth as a path. The paths were then overlain on the lidar DEMs and profile transects 
using QT Modeller software (Figure 1.2B). The locations of intersections between the transects 
and fences were marked and stored to match each profile with a fence to the correct cross-shore 
location of the fence during profile analysis.  
 To analyze how the presence of sand fences affects the morphology of the natural dune 
behind the dune that arises from the fence itself, we classify each transect into one of three 
categories: fences present, fences absent, or located within Fort Macon State Park. Of the 38,454 
sampled transects, 2,229 (5.8% of all transects) are located in Fort Macon (Figure 1.2B). The 
remaining transects are located along developed portions of Bogue Banks. Among transects in 
developed locations, we classify 14,830 (38.6% of all transects) as fenced and 21,395 (55.6% of 
all profiles) as non-fenced. Most transects that cross sand fences are situated in the area between 
Pine Knoll Shores and Atlantic Beach (Figure 1.2B). Profiles that do not intersect a sand fence 
but are within 5 m of a profile that does contain a sand fence are classified as fenced to account 







3.3 Topographic Analysis 
 
Figure 1.5. Examples of Automorph output. A) Profile from Fort Macon where sand fences are 
not present. B) Profile that includes a sand fence (red marker) and a fenced dune located seaward 
of the natural foredune. MHW = Mean High Water (0.34 m NAVD88), Dlow = natural dune toe, 
Dhigh = natural dune crest, Dheel = natural dune heel, Fcrest = fenced dune crest, Fheel = fenced dune 
heel.  
 
To quantify changes in morphology over time along Bogue Banks, we developed an 
automated method, hereafter referred to as Automorph, to systematically identify natural and 
anthropogenically-influenced dune morphometrics from the lidar-derived profiles (Figure 1.5). 
Existing methods for identifying natural dune features (e.g., Elko et al., 2002; Hardin et al., 
2012; Mull and Ruggiero, 2014; Wernette et al., 2016)  are effective where there is a singular 
dune of interest, however, Automorph expands upon these methods by including the ability to 
identify a secondary seaward dune (i.e., the fenced dune) on the profile based on the presence 
and cross-shore location of a sand fence.  
Automorph begins by identifying all features associated with a natural dune and beach 
profile, including the toe, crest, heel, and mean high water (MHW) contour regardless of whether 
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or not sand fences are present (see Figure 1.5 for locations and abbreviations). MHW is 
identified as the most seaward point on the profile that crosses the pre-defined MHW elevation 
contour of 0.34 m (NOAA Station 8656502). The natural dune crest (Dhigh) is selected as the 
seaward most peak in the profile that contains a backshore drop of at least 0.6 m (Mull and 
Ruggiero, 2014) and exceeds a 3 m threshold elevation in order to avoid misidentifying berms as 
the dune. The natural dune toe (Dlow) is identified using a simplified version of the elastic sheet 
method outlined in Mitasova et al. (2011) wherein a straight line is drawn from Dhigh to MHW 
and the point on the profile farthest from that line is identified as Dlow. At this point, the dune 
slope from Dhigh to Dlow is calculated to ensure it does not exceed 35° and is not misidentified as 
a building (Stockdon et al., 2009). If the dune slope threshold is not exceeded, then Automorph 
continues; if it is exceeded, a new dune crest (and toe) are identified using a more seaward peak 
in the profile. The natural dune heel (Dheel) is identified as a low point in the profile landward of 
Dhigh, identified by the first point landward of Dhigh that satisfies the 0.6 m backshore drop and 
then continuing landward from this point to a local minima. We measure the natural dune 
volume for each profile by integrating over the portion of the profile located between Dlow and 
Dheel and above the lower of Dlow or Dheel. 
 The marks identifying sand fence locations on the profiles (Section 3.2) are used to 
determine whether or not the current profile being analyzed contains a sand fence. If a profile is 
flagged as having a fence then the location of the fence, as well as a fenced dune crest (Fcrest) and 
fenced dune heel (Fheel), are identified (See caption for Figure 1.5). The cross-shore location of 
the fence on the profile is used to identify where the fence is located on the profile.  The crest of 
the fenced dune, Fhigh, is then identified as a peak seaward of Dhigh but landward of the fence. 
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Once Fhigh is located, Fheel is identified as the first local minima landward of Fhigh. We measure 
beach width for each profile as the cross-shore distance between the MHW contour and Dlow.  
3.4 Uncertainty and Statistical Analysis 
We calculated the uncertainty in the rate of change in shoreline position using the 





where n* is the effective sample size determined using an autocorrelation (i.e., the number of 
statistically independent samples) and 𝑈"! is the average rate uncertainty, which is calculated as 
the quadrature sum of positional uncertainties over the time between measurements. The 
positional uncertainty is calculated for each profile based on the spatial error associated with the 
lidar data and the slope of the profile at the shoreline. We calculate a rate uncertainty (UR) for 
each profile by taking the quadrature sum of the positional uncertainties for each profile at time0 
and time1 and dividing by time1 – time0. Finally, we find the average rate uncertainty (𝑈"!) and 
multiply by 1 √𝑛∗⁄  to account for uncertainties in neighboring profiles cancelling each other out.  
We calculated the uncertainty in the mean beach width change rate, and mean Dhigh elevation 
change rates using the 95 percent confidence interval. We also calculated the uncertainty in the 
mean natural dune height, mean natural dune width, mean natural dune volume, and mean beach 
width for individual years during the post-fencing period using the 95 percent confidence 
interval. 
Statistical analysis was performed using methods from SciPy’s (Jones et al., 2001) 
statistics module. To test for the statistical significance of differences in dune and beach 
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morphology at the decadal scale (1997-2016), we performed a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (α = 
0.05) to compare the pre-fencing and post-fencing change in shoreline position, beach width, and 
Dhigh elevation. We then performed a series of Mann-Whitney U tests (α = 0.05) to test for 
statistical significance in changes for Fort Macon, non-fenced areas, and fenced areas for the pre-
fencing time period (1997-2010), post-fencing time period (2010-2016), and all study years. 
Island-scale results are presented as raw data with a trend overlain that was created using the 
Savitzky-Golay filter included in SciPy’s (Jones et al., 2001) signal processing module (Figures 
1.6–1.8), a smoothing filter applies a polynomial fit (here a 3rd order polynomial) over a moving 
filter window (here set to 5001 profiles).  
To test for statistically significant differences in natural dune morphology (height, width, 
volume) and beach width between Fort Macon, non-fenced areas, and fenced areas between 
2010-2016 we performed a series of Kruskal-Wallis H-tests (α = 0.05), using Mann-Whitney U-
tests (α’ = 0.017) as a post-hoc test. The Kruskal-Wallis H-test is a non-parametric version of 
ANOVA which tests if multiple groups are from the same populations, and the Mann-Whitney 
U-test is used to test if two groups are equal to each other.   








4. 1. Island-scale Morphology of the Beach and Natural Dunes 
Table 1.2: Island-scale changes in shoreline position, beach width, and Dhigh elevation during the 
pre-fencing (1997-2010), post-fencing (2010-2016), and overall (1997-2016) periods. 
 
Shoreline Change Rate (m/yr) 
 
 
All (n = 38,454) 
Fort Macon (n = 
2,229) 
Non-Fenced (n = 














(Pre-Fencing) 1.17 ± 0.02 1.02 -1.31 ± 0.02 0.88 1.39 ± 0.02 0.74 1.22 ± 0.02 0.90 
 
2010-2016 
(Post-Fencing) 1.32 ± 0.05 2.45 8.34 ± 0.05 1.34 0.78 ± 0.05 1.55 1.05 ± 0.05 1.97 
 
1997-2016 
(Overall) 1.22 ± 0.01 0.60 1.74 ± 0.01 0.53 1.20 ± 0.01 0.55 1.17 ± 0.01 0.65 
 
          
 
Beach Width Change Rate (m/yr) 
 
 
All (n = 38,454) 
Fort Macon (n = 
2,229) 
Non-Fenced (n = 














(Pre-Fencing) 0.41 ± 0.03 1.68 -1.55 ± 0.12 1.45 0.83 ± 0.04 1.45 0.11 ± 0.06 1.76 
 
2010-2016 
(Post-Fencing) 0.85 ± 0.07 3.45 7.05 ± 0.17 2.03 0.22 ± 0.08 2.88 0.82 ± 0.11 3.44 
 
1997-2016 
(Overall) 0.55 ± 0.02 1.22 1.17 ± 0.08 1.00 0.63 ± 0.03 1.15 0.34 ± 0.04 1.30 
 
          
 
Dhigh Elevation Change Rate (m/yr) 
 
 
All (n = 38,454) 
Fort Macon (n = 
2,229) 
Non-Fenced (n = 
















0.00 0.12 0.04 ± 0.01 0.08 -0.03 ± 0.00 0.13 -0.03 ± 0.00 0.11 
 
2010-2016 









4.1.1. Shoreline Change 
 
Figure 1.6. A) Alongshore variability of shoreline change for Bogue Banks, NC, for 1997-2016 
(green), 1997-2010 (red), and 2010-2016 (blue). B) Density distributions of shoreline change for 
Bogue Banks for 1997-2016, 1997-2010, and 2010-2016. Positive values indicate progradation, 
negative values indicate erosion. C) Mean shoreline change for the entire island, Fort Macon, 
non-fenced areas, and fenced areas colored by time period (with 95% confidence intervals).  
 
From 1997-2016 the average shoreline change rate along Bogue Banks was 1.22 ± 0.30 
m/yr, indicating progradation.  Comparing the pre-fencing and post-fencing periods, the average 
shoreline change rate increased from 1.17 ± 0.41 m/yr to 1.32 ± 1.17 m/yr. During the post-
fencing period, the shoreline along Fort Macon prograded by an average rate of 8.34 ± 2.92 m/yr 
compared to a mean rate of 0.89 ± 1.05 m/yr for the rest of the island. Further, fewer profiles 
experienced shoreline accretion during the post-fencing period (67.5%) than during the pre-
fencing period (87.4%), demonstrating that the increased rate of island-averaged shoreline 
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progradation during the post-fencing period is due to disproportionately larger increases in 
shoreline progradation along Fort Macon (due to beach nourishment) during the post-fencing 
time period (Figure 1.6).  
Rates of shoreline change were substantially larger along Fort Macon compared to the 
rest of this island while rates of shoreline change along fenced and non-fenced areas were similar 
during the pre- and post-fencing periods. During the pre-fencing period, the shoreline along Fort 
Macon eroded by an average of -1.31 ± 1.44 m/yr, with 85.2% of the transects in Fort Macon 
undergoing shoreline erosion. During the post-fencing period, the shoreline prograded along Fort 
Macon by an average of 8.34 ± 2.92 m/yr, with 100% of the transects within the park’s 
boundaries undergoing shoreline progradation. Non-fenced locations experienced an average 
shoreline progradation rate of 1.39 ± 0.37 m/yr during the pre-fencing period and an average 
shoreline progradation rate of 0.78 ± 0.92 m/yr during the post-fencing period. Fenced locations 
experienced an average shoreline progradation of 1.22 ± 0.34 m/yr during the pre-fencing period 










4.1.2. Beach Width 
 
Figure 1.7. A) Alongshore variability of beach width change for Bogue Banks, NC, for 1997-
2016 (green), 1997-2010 (red), and 2010-2016 (blue). B) Density distributions of beach width 
change for Bogue Banks for 1997-2016, 1997-2010, and 2010-2016. Positive values indicate 
progradation, negative values indicate erosion. C) Mean beach width change for the entire island, 
Fort Macon, non-fenced areas, and fenced areas colored by time period (with 95% confidence 
intervals). 
 
 The island-scale average rate of change in beach width for the entire study period was  
0.55 ± 0.02 m/yr (Figure 1.7). The average pre-fencing rate of change in beach width was 0.41 ± 
0.03 m/yr and the average post-fencing beach width change rate was 0.85 ± 0.07 m/yr. 
 A comparison of beach width change for Fort Macon, non-fenced areas, and fenced areas 
shows that the greatest rates of change occurred in Fort Macon followed by non-fenced and 
fenced areas. During the pre-fencing period, the beach width along Fort Macon changed by an 
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average of -1.55 ± 0.12 m/yr before widening by an average of 7.05 ± 0.17 m/yr during the post-
fencing period. The pre-fencing average change in beach width in fenced areas was the lowest of 
the three areas at 0.11 ± 0.06 m/yr compared to a post-fencing average change of 0.82 ± 0.11 
m/yr. In non-fenced areas, the beach widened by an average of 0.83 ± 0.04 m/yr during the pre-
fencing period and 0.22 ± 0.08 m/yr during the post-fencing period. (Table 1.2). 
4.1.3. Dhigh Elevation Change 
 
Figure 1.8. A) Alongshore variability of dune growth and erosion for Bogue Banks for 1997-
2016 (green), 1997-2010 (red), and 2010-2016 (blue). B) Density distributions of vertical dune 
growth for Bogue Banks for 1997-2016, 1997-2010, and 2010-2016. Positive values indicate 
vertical dune growth, negative values indicate vertical dune erosion. C) Mean Dhigh elevation 
change for the entire island, Fort Macon, non-fenced areas, and fenced areas colored by time 




 The average change in Dhigh elevation for the full study period is -0.01 ± 0.00 m/yr 
representing an overall slight loss in natural dune elevation since the beginning of the study 
period (Figure 1.8, Table 1.2). During the pre-fencing period, Dhigh elevation changed by an 
average of -0.03 ± 0.00 m/yr before increasing during the post-fencing period at an average of 
0.03 ± 0.00 m.  
 Unlike non-fenced and fenced areas, Fort Macon experienced increases in natural dune 
Dhigh elevation during both the pre- (0.04 ± 0.01 m/yr) and post-fencing (0.09 ± 0.01 m/yr) 
periods. Non-fenced and fenced areas both experienced elevation loss during the pre-fencing 
period. During the pre-fencing period, fenced and non-fenced areas experienced an average Dhigh 
change of -0.03 ± 0.00 m/yr. These areas (non-fenced and fenced) both became less vertically 
erosive during the post-fencing period when non-fenced areas experienced an average Dhigh 
elevation change of 0.00 ± 0.01 m/yr while fenced areas experienced an average Dhigh change of 











4.2. The influence of sand fences on natural dune morphology of Bogue Banks 
Table 1.3. Interannual variations in natural dune height, natural dune width, natural dune 
volume, and beach width during the post-fencing period. The overall values represent the mean 
and standard deviation for the entire post-fencing period. Natural dunes in fenced areas and 
fenced dunes have the same beach width. 
 
  























2010 5.2 ± 0.06 0.8 15.0 ± 0.48 5.8 26.1 ± 1.26 15.2 19.0 ± 0.68 7.7 
2011 5.0 ± 0.07 0.8 17.3 ± 0.52 6.2 24.3 ± 1.11 13.4 47.1 ± 0.87 10.0 
2014 5.2 ± 0.07 0.8 20.3 ± 0.66 7.9 28.9 ± 1.35 16.2 62.2 ± 1.64 18.7 
2016 5.8 ± 0.06 0.7 18.4 ± 0.48 5.7 29.5 ± 1.11 13.4 62.9 ± 0.98 11.2 















2010 4.2 ± 1.20 0.8 21.4 ± 0.66 6.9 24.0 ± 1.45 15.0 50.5 ± 1.42 15.2 
2011 4.4 ± 0.08 0.8 23.0 ± 0.77 7.9 25.5 ± 1.25 12.9 46.3 ± 1.29 13.8 
2014 4.5 ± 0.07 0.7 19.8 ± 0.60 6.1 24.3 ± 1.18 12.2 39.0 ± 1.46 15.6 
2016 4.7 ± 0.06 0.7 21.0 ± 0.68 7.0 27.6 ± 1.32 13.6 48.1 ± 1.24 13.2 












2010 4.1 ± 0.12 0.7 21.7 ± 1.20 7.4 22.6 ± 2.19 13.6 28.3 ± 2.50 10.0 
2011 4.4 ± 0.12 0.7 21.3 ± 1.21 7.5 21.4 ± 1.79 11.1 32.7 ± 1.92 7.7 
2014 4.2 ± 0.10 0.6 16.9 ± 0.92 5.7 15.8 ± 1.30 8 35.8 ± 3.11 12.5 
2016 4.3 ± 0.10 0.6 19.4 ± 0.98 6.1 20.4 ± 1.54 9.6 42.5 ± 0.68 2.7 







   
   
   
   









2010 3.4 ± 0.02 0.5 16.7 ± 0.37 7.8 15.6 ± 0.63 13.4 28.3 ± 2.5 10.0 
2011 3.6 ± 0.03 0.6 18.4 ± 0.38 7.1 18.4 ± 0.56 10.8 32.7 ± 1.9 7.7 
2014 3.6 ± 0.02 0.5 14.1 ± 0.22 5 13.2 ± 0.39 9.1 35.8 ± 3.1 12.5 
2016 3.9 ± 0.02 0.4 14.4 ± 0.32 6.9 13.3 ± 0.60 13.1 42.5 ± 0.7 2.7 





4.2.1. Natural Dune Height 
 
 
The tallest natural dunes were located in Fort Macon with an average elevation of 5.3 ± 
0.03 m, followed by natural dunes in non-fenced areas (4.5 ± 0.04 m), and natural dunes in 
fenced areas (4.3 ± 0.06 m) (Figure 1.9A). Average natural dune height through time varied 
among Fort Macon, non-fenced areas, and fenced areas (Figure 1.10A). Average dune elevations 
along Fort Macon decreased between 2010 (5.2 ± 0.06 m) and 2011 (5.0 ± 0.07 m) and then 
grew to an average elevation of 5.8 ± 0.06 m by 2016. Natural dune elevation in non-fenced 
areas steadily increased every year from an average of 4.2 ± 0.08 m in 2010 to an average of 4.7 
Figure 1.9. Density 
distribution plots of A) 
natural dune height , B) 
widths, and C) volumes for 
all years 2010-2016 
combined and color coded by 
the location of the transects in 
either Fort Macon, non-
fenced areas, or fenced areas 
on Bogue Banks, NC.  
 
Figure 1.10. Temporal 
variation of natural A) dune 
height, B) dune width, and C) 
dune volume for natural 
dunes in Fort Macon, non-
fenced areas, and fenced 




± 0.06 m in 2016 (Table 1.3). The average height of the natural dune in fenced areas was lower 
than in Fort Macon and non-fenced areas for all years following the emplacement of sand fences 
in 2010. The natural dunes in fenced areas grew from 2010 (4.1 ± 0.12 m) to 2011 (4.4 ± 0.08 
m), were eroded in 2014 (4.2 ± 0.10 m) and then maintained their elevation from 2014 to 2016 
(4.3 ± 0.10 m).  
4.2.2. Natural Dune Width 
 Natural dune widths varied across Bogue Banks with the narrowest natural dunes (mean, 
µ = 19.8 ± 0.56 m) located in fenced areas and the widest natural dunes (µ = 21.3 ± 0.34 m) 
located in non-fenced areas (Figure 1.9B). Temporal variation in natural dune widths between 
2010 and 2016 were minimal, with natural dunes in non-fenced and fenced areas narrowing 
slightly over time and natural dunes along Fort Macon widening slightly over time (Figure 
1.10B). The mean natural dune width in Fort Macon increased from 15.0 ± 0.48 m in 2010 to 
20.3 ± 0.66 m in 2014 before narrowing to a mean width of 18.4 ± 0.48 m in 2016 (Table 1.3). 
Natural dunes in non-fenced areas widened from a mean width of 21.4 ± 0.66 m in 2010 to 23.0 
± 0.77 m in 2011. The natural dunes in non-fenced areas narrowed to a mean width of 19.8 ± 
0.60 m in 2014 before widening to a mean width of 21.0 ± 0.68 m in 2016. Natural dunes in 
fenced areas maintained their width between 2010 and 2011 (p = 0.36) before narrowing to a 
mean width of 16.9 ± 0.92 m in 2014 and widening to a mean width of 19.4 ± 0.98 m in 2016. 
The natural dune widths in 2010 in both fenced and non-fenced areas were statistically similar to 
each other (p = 0.53), before the natural dunes in fenced areas narrowed the subsequent years. 
Although the natural dune widths are of similar magnitude across the island, the overall foredune 
system in fenced areas –which includes the fenced dune – is, by nature of the fenced dune 




4.2.3. Natural Dune Volume 
 Natural dune volume varies among Fort Macon (µ = 27.2 ± 0.61 m3/m), non-fenced areas 
(µ = 25.4 ± 0.65 m3/m), and fenced areas (µ = 20.0 ± 0.89 m3/m) (Figure 1.10C), and through 
time (Figure 1.10C). Mean natural dune volumes in Fort Macon increased every year except 
2011 (Table 1.3). The mean natural dune volume in non-fenced areas varied within uncertainty 
between 2010 and 2014 before increasing to 27.6 ± 1.32 m3/m in 2016 (Table 1.3). The mean 
natural dune volume in fenced areas did not vary significantly between 2010 and 2011 (p = 0.72) 






Figure 1.11. Temporal evolution 
of the width of the overall dune 
system along Bogue Banks, NC, 
during the post-fencing period 
(2010-2016). The dune system 
for Fort Macon and non-fenced 
areas consists of a single natural 
dune, while in fenced areas it 
consists of a natural dune fronted 
by a fenced dune. The shaded 





4.2.4. Fenced Dune Height 
 
 Fenced dunes elevations increased by 0.5 ± 0.04 m between 2010-2016, with a mean 
value of 3.6 ± 0.01 m over the entire post-fencing period (Table 1.3). Mean fenced dune height 
increased by 0.2 ± 0.05 m from 2010 (3.4 ± 0.02 m) to 2011 (3.6 ± 0.03 m) and 0.3 ± 0.04 m 
from 2014 (3.6 ± 0.02 m) to 2016 (3.9 ± 0.02 m). Fenced dune heights were maintained between 
2011 and 2014 (0.00 ± 0.01 m). For all years between 2010-2016, the fenced dunes were lower 
in elevation than natural dunes anywhere on the island (Figure 1.12, as expected given that the 
natural dunes have existed longer than the fenced dunes. 
4.3. Interannual (2010-2016) Variations in Beach Width 
 
Figure 1.12. Evolution of 
mean natural (Dhigh) and 
fenced (Fhigh) dune elevations 
along Bogue Banks, NC, 
during the post-fencing 
period (2010-2016). The 
shaded area represents the 
95% confidence interval. 
 
Figure 1.13. Distribution of beach 
widths on Bogue Banks, NC. (A) 
Overall beach widths for Fort 
Macon, non-fenced areas, and 
fenced areas. B) Beach width 
variations in Fort Macon colored by 
year. C) Beach width variations in 
non-fenced locations colored by 
year. D) Beach width variations in 




 The beach width was widest along Fort Macon (µ = 47.8 ± 0.95 m) and narrowest in 
fenced areas (µ = 34.8 ± 1.29 m) (Figure 1.13A). The mean beach width in non-fenced areas was 
45.9 ± 0.71 m. Distributions of beach width are bimodal (Figure 1.13A), due to occasionally 
large changes in beach widths between lidar surveys (Figure 1.13B, C, D) associated with 
nourishment events.  
 The mean beach width along Fort Macon (Figure 1.13B) was 19.0 ± 0.68 m in 2010, the 
narrowest of any location at any time. The mean beach width along Fort Macon increased 
between every survey, with the largest increases being concurrent with the timing of beach 
nourishments (Carteret County Shore Protection Office, 2017; Table 1.3). The mean beach width 
in non-fenced areas decreased every year from 2010 (50.5 ± 1.42 m) to 2014 (39.0 ± 1.46 m), 
and then increased to 48.1 ± 1.24 m in 2016 (Figure 1.13C, Table 1.3). The mean beach width in 
fenced areas steadily increased each year from 2010 (28.3 ± 2.50 m) to 2016 (42.5 ± 0.68 m) 
(Figure 1.13D). With the exception of 2010, the beach was consistently narrower in fenced areas 
than along Fort Macon (where nourishment occurred) and non-fenced areas. 
5. Discussion 
We observed that, following the emplacement of sand fences, a new foredune was 
created seaward of the original dune and just behind the sand fence (Figures 1.5). Similar to the 
schematization by Nordstrom and McCluskey (1985), the fenced dunes on Bogue Banks form 
with a slight landward offset from the fence position where the wind velocity reduction is 
maximized (e.g., Li and Sherman, 2015). Upon formation of the fenced dune, we observe that 
the landward natural dune which had been growing vertically eventually ceased its growth 
concurrent with vertical accretion of the fenced dune (Figure 1.12). During the post-fencing 
period (2010 to 2016) the beach width steadily increased in fenced areas (Figure 1.13D), 
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however this was not matched with an increase in natural dune elevation suggesting that the 
fenced dune cut off sediment flux to the natural dune preventing its vertical growth.  
Natural dune building processes involved in the formation of a new foredune are 
dependent upon the ability of pioneering vegetation to survive seaward of the previous 
vegetation limit in the face of wave runup and salt spray (e.g., Davidson-Arnott et al., 2012; 
Durán & Moore, 2013; Hesp, 2002; Maun, 1998; Stallins, 2001). In contrast, the formation of a 
foredune in the presence of a sand fence merely requires sediment supply as the fence can persist 
unless it is destroyed by a storm or removed. This means that while a new seaward natural 
foredune would not typically form unless the shoreline was prograding, fenced dunes can form 
and persist on a transgressive barrier island, such as we see on Bogue Banks (Timmons et al., 
2010). A majority of the sand fences on Bogue Banks are located in Atlantic Beach and Pine 
Knoll shores (Figure 1.2), which are adjacent to Fort Macon State Park. Although Atlantic Beach 
and Pine Knoll shores were not directly nourished post-2010 (Carteret County Shore Protection 
Office, 2017), westward directed alongshore drift (Roessler and Wells, 2001) allows 
nourishment sand to be transported into these locations, leading to increases in shoreline 
progradation (Figure 1.6) and beach widths (Figures 1.7 and 1.13) in the densely fenced areas 
adjacent to Fort Macon. This additional sediment available for transport to the dune following a 
nearby nourishment event may have facilitated fenced dune growth that occurred between 2010-
2011 and 2014-2016 (Table 1.3), concurrent with nourishment events that impacted Atlantic 
Beach where most of the fenced dunes are located. However, we note that we do not observe 
noticeable changes in natural dune morphology that may be attributable to these nourishments.  
 Compared to natural dunes along Fort Macon, the natural dunes in non-fenced and fenced 
areas experienced the greatest rates of elevation loss prior to 2010 (Figure 1.8, Table 1.2), 
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perhaps partially explaining the decision to emplace fences in these areas. Following the 
emplacement of sand fences, the natural dunes in fenced areas generally stopped losing elevation 
and demonstrated an initial trend toward slight accretion (Table 1.3, Figure 1.10). During the 
post-fencing time period, the mean natural dune height in fenced areas increased by 0.2 ± 0.22 
m, compared to an increase of 0.5 ± 0.14 m in non-fenced areas and 0.6 ± 0.12 m in Fort Macon. 
Not only did the natural dunes in fenced areas experience the smallest amount of vertical growth 
during the post-fencing period, but most of the vertical growth during this time occurred between 
2010 and 2011 after which time the mean natural dune elevations in fenced areas varied by only 
± 0.1 m. Further, the natural dune elevations in fenced areas experienced no significant change 
between 2014 and 2016 (p = 0.15) whereas the natural dune elevations in non-fenced areas and 
Fort Macon increased between every survey from 2011-2018 (Table 1.3).  Given the timing of 
the installation of sand fences in 2010, it appears likely that the natural dunes in fenced areas 
were able to grow vertically only until the fenced dune became established, at which time the 
fenced dune appears to have prevented the landward natural dune from receiving additional 
sediment which would have otherwise led to increases in Dhigh elevation.  
 Observing the trends in both natural and fenced dune elevations during the period 2010-
2016 (Figure 1.12) further supports the hypothesis that fenced dune formation prevents vertical 
growth of the  landward natural dune. From 2011 to 2014, the natural dunes in fenced areas are 
the only dune “type” to lose elevation. Natural dunes in fenced areas decreased in elevation 
while the elevation of the fenced dunes in front of them did not change over this period. The 
observed lack of elevation change in the fenced dunes, while the natural dunes behind them were 
eroded, can likely be explained by faster recovery after storms of the fenced foredunes and the 
inhibition of recovery of the natural dunes behind them. From 2014 to 2016, the fenced dunes 
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experience a level of vertical growth surpassed only by the natural dunes along Fort Macon 
while the natural dunes in fenced areas do not change significantly in elevation (p = 0.015). 
While greater temporal resolution may be required to more clearly analyze changes between 
2011-2014, changes in natural dune elevations between 2014-2016 demonstrate that vertical 
growth of the fenced dunes came at the cost of insignificant growth of the natural dunes behind 
fenced dunes. 
 Comparison of the variations in beach width over time in fenced areas (Figure 1.13D) 
and the variations in natural dune heights in fenced areas over time (Figure 1.10A) further 
supports the hypothesis that natural dune growth is limited in areas where sand fences are 
present. The mean beach width in fenced areas increased steadily, by a total of 14.2 ± 3.18 m 
from 2010 to 2016 while the mean natural dune height increased by only 0.2 ± 0.22 m during 
that same period (Figure 1.10A). The steadily increasing beach widths would typically allow for 
a greater flux of sediment to the dune and thus an increase in elevation. Rather, what we observe 
is a trend of increasingly stable natural dune elevations in fenced areas from 2010 to 2016; the 
changes in mean elevation become progressively smaller between surveys (0.3 m, -0.2 m, 0.1 m) 
until they are no longer statistically significant. During the same period the fenced dunes grew in 
height by 0.6 ± 0.04 m with the majority of this increase occurring from 2014-2016 (0.3 ± 0.04 
m), during which time the natural dunes landward of the fenced dunes did not grow vertically. 
In addition to differences in the way natural dunes grow in areas where sand fences are 
present compared to where they are absent, we observe differences in the height, width, and 
volume of natural dunes in fenced areas on Bogue Banks versus those in non-fenced areas and 
Fort Macon. For much of the study period, the natural dunes in fenced areas are lower, wider, 
and lesser in volume than in Fort Macon. Natural dunes are also shorter and lower in volume 
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than those in non-fenced areas but are not as wide. Toward the end of the study period, the width 
of the natural dunes in fenced areas appears to decrease, however, this is likely due to the fenced 
dune forcing the natural dune toe landward.  Despite this narrowing of the natural dune in fenced 
areas over time, the overall morphology of the dune system—which consists of a natural dune in 
combination with a fenced dune—differs greatly from that of the non-fenced areas and Fort 
Macon. In areas with sand fences, the dune system, although not as tall, is substantially wider 
than in Fort Macon and non-fenced areas (Figure 1.11). While a taller dune is considered to offer 
more protection against storm induced erosion (i.e., Sallenger, 2000), the lower but wider dune 
system observed in fenced areas may be more resistant to volumetric dune erosion during longer 
duration storms or storms in which the dune is impacted but water levels are not sufficient to 
cause overwash to occur. 
6. Conclusions 
 The emplacement of sand fences on Bogue Banks, NC has led to the formation of  fenced 
dunes that have prevented the natural dunes behind them from growing vertically. At least partly 
as a result of this effect, the overall dune system  (natural foredune + fenced dune) is lower and 
wider in fenced areas, making them more vulnerable to overwash (Sallenger, 2000) but more 
resistant to scarping and lateral erosion, than taller, narrower dunes. 
 Our analysis of the multi-decadal morphology of Bogue Banks shows that there has been 
a statistically significant difference in the pre- (1997-2010) and post-fencing (2010-2016) 
morphology of Bogue Banks wherein the shoreline has become less progradational overall with a 
greater number of profiles experiencing erosion (p < 0.001), the beach has narrowed slightly (p < 
0.001), and the natural dunes have stopped losing elevation (p < 0.001). Frequent nourishments 
have caused localized areas of shoreline progradation (such as along Fort Macon) and therefore 
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beach widening, which have likely allowed the dunes in these locations to grow taller than they 
would have if nourishment had not occurred. Natural dune elevations along Bogue Banks have 
been slightly accretional, compared to their erosional pre-fencing condition (when averaged over 
the entire time period since fences were installed). We find that natural dunes in fenced areas are 
shorter, wider, and lower in volume than natural dunes in non-fenced areas and Fort Macon, 
although the difference in width between the natural dune fenced and non-fenced areas is 
marginal and may explain the selection of locations for sand fence installation. Differences in 
measured width and volume may also arise due to a landward shift in toe position of the natural 
dune, which occurs as the fenced dune grows.  
Overall, the effect of sand fencing on Bogue Banks has been to: (1) prevent loss of 
natural dune height through lateral erosion in fenced areas despite a greater number of profiles 
experiencing shoreline erosion and a decrease in shoreline progradation outside of Fort Macon, 
and (2) prevent vertical growth of the natural dunes behind the sand fences as the fenced dunes 
form by blocking sand flux to the natural dune. Taken together, the fenced and natural foredune 
(i.e., the modified foredune system) in fenced areas is shorter than the single natural foredune in 
non-fenced areas, however it is also much wider due to the combined width of the fenced and 
natural dune. The lower and wider dune system has implications for how storms may impact 
areas with sand fences—while the relatively lower elevation makes the dunes more susceptible 
to overwash, the increased width may be more effective at preventing volumetric loss due to 
erosion in the more prevalent collision regime (i.e., Brodie et al., 2019; Stockdon et al., 2007) by 







CHAPTER 2: THE RELATIVE INFLUENCE OF DUNE ASPECT RATIO AND 




 Foredunes provide the first line of defense for coastal communities against overwash and 
inundation during storms. To this end, a tall dune is often considered ideal for mitigating storm 
impacts as its height is less likely to be exceeded by the storm-induced total water level (TWL) 
(Biel et al., 2017; Sallenger, 2000; Seabloom et al., 2013; Stockdon et al., 2006). Considering 
that wave runup is more likely to impact the dune face than to exceed the crest, collision 
(Sallenger, 2000) is the most temporally common impact regime during a storm (Brodie et al., 
2019; Stockdon et al., 2007). Considering that collision leads to scarping, the width of the dune 
is an important predictor of how vulnerable a dune is to erosion during a storm (i.e., Leaman et 
al., 2020). While dune height change is an important metric to consider when measuring storm 
impacts (e.g., Long et al., 2014), other measures of dune erosion, such as volume loss (e.g., 
Durán et al., 2016; Larson et al., 2004), may better describe the overall change in morphology by 
accounting for changes in height as well as width (Figure 2.1). While the role that dune height 
plays in determining storm impact has been well studied, the role played by dune width is less 
clear. The dune aspect ratio metric, which we analyze in this paper, allows us to quantify how 
 
2 This chapter was previously submitted for publication in Earth Surface Dynamics as: Itzkin, M., Moore, L.J., 
Ruggiero, P., Hacker, S.D., and Biel, R.G., (in review), The relative influence of dune aspect ratio and beach width 
on dune erosion as a function of storm duration and surge level. 
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dunes erode under persistent scarping conditions (related to the width of the dune) while still 
considering the susceptibility of the dune to overwash (related to the height of the dune).  
 Dunes form as a result of biophysical feedbacks between aeolian sediment transport and 
vegetation growth (Durán and Moore, 2013; Hesp, 2002; Houser et al., 2015; Maun, 1998; 
Stallins and Parker, 2003). Dune cross-shore position and dune height are controlled by the 
distance between the shoreline and the seaward limit of vegetation, with larger distances 
typically being associated with the formation of taller dunes (Durán and Moore, 2013; Hesp, 
2002). While vegetation zonation controls the positioning and height of the dune, the dominant 
plant species can influence overall dune shape (e.g., Biel et al., 2019; Hacker et al., 2012; 
Woodhouse et al., 1977; Zarnetske et al., 2010, 2012). Dune grasses that tend to grow more 
horizontally than vertically will tend to form dunes that are shorter and wider, and vice-versa. 
For example, Hacker et al. (2012) found that dunes in the Pacific Northwest (PNW) formed in 
the presence of Ammophila arenaria were typically taller and narrower than dunes formed in the 
presence of Ammophila breviligulata. Ammophila arenaria grows more vertically while A. 
breviligulata grows more laterally and their respective dune morphologies reflect that difference. 
As a result, coastal foredunes in the PNW where A. breviligulata is dominant may be exposed to 
a greater risk of overtopping (Seabloom et al., 2013). In a study of east coast dune grass species 
(A. breviligula and Uniola paniculata), Woodhouse (1977) found that dunes formed in the 
presence of A. breviligulata were shorter and wider than those formed in the presence of U. 
paniculata under similar environmental conditions; a result confirmed by the recent work of 
Hacker et al. (2019) and Jay et al. (in revision). Changing environmental conditions may also 
drive shifts in the range of dominant dune grass species, for example Goldstein et al. (2018) 
found that there is a northern shift in the range of U. paniculata along the east coast of the United 
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States consistent with latitudinal temperature trends. This may cause a concomitant shift in dune 
shape along the northeastern United States to a taller but narrower morphology (i.e., higher 
aspect ratio). Given this, and a similar change in dune morphology in the PNW driven by 
changes in dune grass species, it is important to understand how such changes in dune shape will 
impact coastal erosion given that taller/narrower dunes may be more protected from overwash 
but more likely to be eroded via scarping. 
 In addition to natural controls on dune growth and dune shape, human modifications to 
beach and dune systems may involve constructing a new foredune, or fortifying the existing 
foredune to make it more resistant to erosion (e.g., Elko et al., 2016; Nordstrom et al., 2000; 
Nordstrom and Jackson, 2013), often through the use of sand fencing (e.g., Anthony et al., 2007; 
Charbonneau and Wnek, 2016; Jackson and Nordstrom, 2018; Miller et al., 2001). In a study on 
the geomorphic effects of sand fencing, Itzkin et al. (2020) demonstrated that foredunes are 
lower in elevation in areas where sand fences are constructed but that the dune system overall is 
substantially wider than foredunes in areas without sand fences. Other management actions, such 
as allowing vehicles to drive on beaches and beach raking, can also generate trade-offs between 
dune growth and coastal protection (Defeo et al., 2009). In a study on the effects of dune grass 
removal to restore Western snowy plover habitats in the PNW, Biel et al (2017) used XBeach 
(Roelvink et al., 2009) to explore dune erosion and found that where beachgrasses were 
removed, dunes maintained a lower elevation and were predicted to be more vulnerable to 
erosion compared to foredunes where beachgrasses were not removed and grew to a stable 
elevation. Beach nourishment may also be used to widen the beach (and decrease its slope), 
limiting wave impacts to the dune and stimulating dune growth (e.g., Cohn et al., 2019; Van 
Puijenbroek et al., 2017; Ruggiero et al., 2001, 2004). 
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 The main goal of the work presented here is to use a numerical model to assess how 
dunes erode during a single storm as a function of dune aspect ratio, beach width, and sand fence 
construction. While previous studies of storm impacts have primarily focused on dune height 
(e.g., Long et al., 2014; Sallenger, 2000; Stockdon et al., 2007), recent studies suggest that dune 
width may also be a key predictor for how much dune erosion will be experienced (Leaman et 
al., 2020). Additionally, although beach width has been posited as a strong predictor of dune 
erosion (e.g., Burroughs and Tebbens, 2008; Claudino-Sales et al., 2008; Itzkin et al., 2020; Silva 
et al., 2018) quantifying and understanding the relative role of beach width in dune erosion 
processes requires further investigation (Davidson et al., 2020). XBeach (Roelvink et al., 2009) 
is a process-based numerical model that simulates nearshore hydrodynamics, sediment transport, 
and morphologic change over storm time scales and has been well validated for simulating dune 
response to storms (e.g., Cohn et al., 2019; McCall et al., 2010; Vousdoukas, Ferreira, Almeida, 
& Pacheco, 2012). Here we use XBeach to address the following questions: (1) How does storm 
duration affect volumetric dune erosion as a function of foredune aspect ratio? (2) How do 
variations in storm TWL affect volumetric dune erosion as a function of foredune aspect ratio? 
(3) How does the morphology of the beach (i.e., width and slope) affect volumetric dune erosion 
independent of foredune aspect ratio. Finally, we also compare our model results with observed 
pre- and post-storm lidar and field profiles from the North Carolina coast to ground-truth our 
numerical analyses. 
2. Methods 
2.1 Beach and Foredune Morphometrics 
 To track changes in dune and beach morphology throughout our simulations, the 




volume, overwash volume, beach width, dune toe erosion, and wave energy reaching the toe of 
the dune over time as the dune evolves. The dune aspect ratio was calculated as the height of the 
natural dune from Dhigh to Dlow divided by the width of the dune from Dheel to Dlow (Figure 2.1).  
The dune volume is calculated by integrating over the portion of the profile contained within the 
original cross-shore location of the dune (Dlow to Dheel) in the first-time step and above the Dlow 
elevation (0.6 m, NAVD88). The overwash volume is similarly calculated as the change in 
volume of the profile landward of the initial Dheel position. Beach width is calculated as the 
cross-shore distance between MHW and Dlow at every time step. Given that pre-storm Dlow was 
held constant across all simulations, the beach slope is inversely proportional to the beach width 
in our simulations (i.e., beach slope decreases as beach width increases). Dune toe erosion was 
measured as the final minus initial cross-shore position of the dune toe. Wave energy is counted 
as the cumulative amount of wave energy at the dune toe as it evolves throughout the simulation. 
 
Figure 2.1. Schematic beach and 
dune profile showing the dune toe 
(Dlow), crest (Dhigh), and heel (Dheel), 
beach slope (βf), mean high water 
contour (MHW), still water level 





Figure 2.2. Map of Bogue Banks, North Carolina showing the locations of the field transects 
used in this study (red) and the location of the LiDAR profile (yellow star) used to construct the 
synthetic dune profiles used in this study. The inset image shows the eastern half of Fort Macon 
State Park with the LiDAR profile location in blue. Figure modified from Itzkin et al. (2020). 
 
2.2 Observed Foredune Profiles 
 We use changes between in situ beach profiles from 2017-2018, which capture the 
influence of Hurricane Florence, to test model results. Topographic profiles were measured along 
Bogue Banks (BB), NC, USA using a Trimble Real Time Kinematic Global Positioning System 
(RTK-GPS) in October of 2017 and 2018. Twenty-two total profiles were surveyed with an 
alongshore spacing of 1-2 km. For each field transect, we calculate the aspect ratio, beach width, 
and dune volume using the methods described above. We also use BB as a reference location for 
developing model inputs and synthetic dune profiles. BB is a roughly 40 km-long developed 
barrier island in the Outer Banks of North Carolina along which the dune system has been 
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modified through the use of sand fencing. This management action has led to the development of 
a relatively low yet wide dune where fences are present. We use a profile from Fort Macon, a 
non-fenced portion of the island, as a reference beach and dune profile to generate our synthetic 
dune shapes as described below. 
2.3 Synthetic Dune Profiles 
 
 We created a set of synthetic beach-dune profiles using a LiDAR-derived initial reference 
profile from Fort Macon, North Carolina, USA (Figures 2.2, 2.3). We fit an exponential curve  
(Komar and McDougal, 1994) to a measured bathymetric profile to extend the beach profile to 
the buoy depth of 30.5 m. The height of the reference dune was increased (decreased) in 20% 
intervals as: 
Figure 2.3. Synthetic dune 
profiles; (A) dune toes aligned, 
(B) dune crests aligned, (C) dune 
heels aligned, and (D) fenced 
dune included. The proportional 
change in aspect ratio (i.e., dune 
height divided by width) relative 
to the reference profile (1.0x) is 
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where Hf is the post-stretch dune height, Hr is the height of the reference dune, and stretch is a 
multiple of 20 between -60 and 60. Every increase (decrease) in dune height is paired with a 
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where Wf is the post-stretch dune width, Wr is the reference dune width.  This method of 
simultaneously modifying dune height and width allowed for dune volume to be conserved (and 
therefore essentially held constant across simulations) and resulted in a suite of beach profiles 
with aspect ratios (i.e., dune height divided by dune width) ranging from 0.02 to 0.27 and dune 
volumes between 50.6 and 53.5 m3/m. While we could have controlled for other components of 
the dune shape (i.e., steepness, height, width), our analysis primarily focuses on volume loss and 
so our approach to creating synthetic dune shapes allows all simulations (aspect ratios) to have 
nearly the same starting volume. Additionally, because dune aspect ratio changes as dune height, 
width, and/or steepness change, characterizing dune shape using the aspect ratio allows us to 
capture modifications to dune morphology. For completeness, we describe the initial dune shape 
parameters in Table 2.1. Though beyond the scope of this study, exploring alternative methods of 
modifying the dune shape (e.g., maintaining the dune face slope but increasing the width) would 
be useful in better understanding how individual components of the dune shape affect erosion 





Table 2.1. Initial dune shape parameters for synthetic dune profiles used in this study. Note that 
dune height is measured from the dune crest to the dune toe, the initial dune toe elevation is 
constant at 0.59m for all profiles. The values in the left column refer to the modification to the 
reference dune profile as described in equations 1 and 2 and the profiles in Figure 2.3. 
  Aspect Ratio (-) Volume (m3/m) Dune Height (m) Dune Width (m) Dune Slope (m/m) 
1.6X 0.25 52.75 5.68 49 0.15 
1.4X 0.2 50.64 4.95 50 0.13 
1.2X 0.15 51.76 4.29 53 0.12 
1.0X 0.11 53.27 3.69 56 0.1 
0.8X 0.07 53.45 2.9 60 0.08 
0.6X 0.04 53.25 2.18 67 0.06 
0.4X 0.02 53.29 1.47 82 0.04 
 
 We adjusted the position of the synthetic “natural” dune on the profile to create four 
different cross-shore configurations: 1) dune toe (Dlow) positions aligned, 2) dune crest (Dhigh) 
positions aligned, 3) dune heel (Dheel) positions aligned, and 4) dune toe (Dlow) positions aligned 
with a sand-fenced dune seaward of the synthetic natural dune (Figure 2.3A-D). Simulations 
with the Dlow position aligned ensured that all scenarios share the same beach morphology, 
thereby controlling for the effects of beach slope on wave runup (i.e., Stockdon et al., 2006). 
Simulations with the Dhigh positions aligned may be more representative of a natural setting in 
which wider beaches are backed by taller dunes. Simulations with Dheel positions aligned may be 
representative of a managed shoreline, where the dunes are widened seaward and thus share a 
common heel position regardless of dune height. In both the Dhigh and Dheel aligned scenarios, the 
beach width increases proportionally with the aspect ratio of the dune. The fourth configuration 
(Figure 2.3D) represents a dune complex that arises when sand fences are placed on managed 
shorelines. The fenced profiles consist of  synthetic natural dune profiles in which the Dlow 
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position is aligned (Figure 2.3A) and the addition of a gaussian curve on the seaward side of the 
dune to represent a typical fenced dune shape (Itzkin et al., 2020). 
 
 To demonstrate that the synthetic dunes are consistent with observed morphologies, and 
that it is reasonable to hold the volume constant for a dune while modifying its aspect ratio, we 
compared the aspect ratios and volumes of the synthetic dune profiles with those of LiDAR-
derived dune profiles from Bogue Banks measured between 1997 and 2016 (Figure 2.4). The 
aspect ratios of dunes on Bogue Banks range from close to zero up to approximately 1.08. About 
90% of all profiles fall within the range of aspect ratios of our synthetic profiles. While the lidar 
data is extracted in locations where dunes are present, the lowest aspect ratios explored in this 
study are essentially flat, representing conditions in which a dune is absent. Dune volumes on 
Bogue Banks range up to 350 m3/m with the modelled value representing the 80th percentile. 
Given the relatively weak relationship between dune volume and dune aspect ratio (with the 
aspect ratios used in this study having a wide range of associated volumes; Figure 2.4), 
Figure 2.4. Dune volume versus 
dune aspect ratio measured from 
LiDAR profiles from Bogue 
Banks, NC, USA, collected 
between 1997-2016. The red box 
represents the range of 





maintaining a relatively constant dune volume while varying the dune aspect ratio in our model 
simulations is reasonable.  
2.4 Synthetic Storm Hydrographs 
 We created a set of synthetic storms for use in the model simulations by using Hurricane 
Matthew as a reference storm and then increasing its duration by up to 48 hours (Figure 2.5). 
Hurricane Matthew moved northward along the North Carolina coast on the afternoon of 
October 8, 2016, generating approximately 1 m of storm surge and significant wave heights (Hs) 
of approximately 7.5 m. To capture the full spin up, peak, and relaxation of the storm, we used 
wave (Hs, peak period, Direction) and tide data for October 7-10, 2016, from the nearest NOAA 
National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) buoy (41159; Onslow Bay, NC; depth = 30.5 m) and 
NOAA tide gauge (Station CLKN7; Beaufort, NC). We used linear wave theory to transform the 
wave parameters to the 30.5 m depth contour to account for shoaling and refraction with the 
transformed wave data used as input for XBeach. 
 
Figure 2.5. Synthetic storm surge 
time series used in this study. 
Colors refer to the storm duration 
increase. Dashed lines represent 
the 0.5x surge, solid lines 
represent the 1.0x surge, and 





 To represent a longer duration storm than the base storm, we used the Hurricane Matthew 
storm time series to identify a 12-hour window centered on the timing of peak storm surge. We 
then interpolated all hydrodynamics (i.e., Hs, peak period, direction, and still water level) within 
this temporal window onto a +12hr, +18hr, +24hr, +36hr, and +48hr temporal “grid,” effectively 
increasing the storm’s duration by up to two days. We held constant the spin up (rising 
hydrograph) and relaxation (falling hydrograph) of the storm for all simulations. For all storm 
durations, we created a version in which the surge is unmodified (1.0x), decreased by 50% 
(0.5x), and increased by 50% (1.5x). In total, this yielded 18 different synthetic storms (Figure 
5). 
 The duration of our synthetic storms varied from 73 hr to 122 hr, and the surge in our 
synthetic storms varied from ~0.5 m to ~1.25 m. These values are comparable to other storms 
that have recently affected the North Carolina coast, including Tropical Storm Joaquin (duration 
~144 hours) and Hurricane Florence (Duration ~48 hours) (Figure 2.6). Water levels during 
Tropical Storm Joaquin were elevated for 6 days, which is comparable to the total duration of the 
+48 hr storm time series. Peak surge during Hurricane Florence was ~1.6 m, a similar order of 




Figure 2.6. Hydrographs for Hurricane Florence (top) and Tropical Storm Joaquin (bottom) 
showing observed level (blue), predicted water levels (red), and the non-tidal residual (NTR, 
black). The timing of peak surge is highlighted by the vertical dashed line. 
 
2.5 Foredune Erosion Simulations 
 We used the XBeach (Roelvink et al., 2009) model to simulate the effects of the synthetic 
storms described in Section 2.4 on the profiles described in Section 2.3. We ran XBeach (version 
1.23.5465) in 1D-hydrostatic mode with the break parameter set to roelvink_daly and the gamma 
parameter set to 0.52 to better capture the effect of swash processes on the reflective beach 
profiles (Roelvink et al., 2018).  We also adjusted parameters related to wave breaking and dry 
sediment transport in order to more realistically simulate dune erosion processes given XBeach’s 
tendency to overestimate erosion with default settings (Palmsten and Holman, 2011, 2012; 
Palmsten and Splinter, 2016; Splinter and Palmsten, 2012). XBeach erodes the profile by 
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comparing the slopes to the dryslp (if a cell is dry) parameter or wetslp (if a cell is wet) to 
determine how much erosion should occur to maintain these values. Palmsten and Holman 
(2011, 2012) showed that wet sand can sustain much steeper scarps. By using a particularly high 
value for the dry slope (dryslp = 4) we allow the dunes to maintain much steeper, and more 
realistic, scarps during storms (Palmsten and Splinter, 2016). This allows us to better understand 
how the dune is eroding under collision when the dune is actively scarping by comparing dune 
toe migration to dune volume loss. A full list of non-default parameters can be found in Table 
2.2. We gridded the profiles described in Section 2.3 for use with XBeach; subaerial spacing is 1 
m and subaqueous spacing varies from 5-20 m to decrease computational cost. 
Table 2.2. Non-default XBeach parameterizations used in erosion simulations 
Parameter Default Value Used Value 
break roelvink2 roelvink_daly 
gamma 0.55 0.52 
eps 0.005 0.1 
facSk 0.1 0.15 
dryslp 1 4 
hmin 0.2 0.01 
 
 We grouped the simulations into 12 “experiments” that encompass all combinations of 
dune configuration (i.e., toe-aligned, crest-aligned, heel-aligned, and fenced) and storm surge 
modification (i.e., 0.5x, 1.0x, 1.5x) (Figure 2.7). Within each experiment, we simulated all 
combinations of dune aspect ratios and storm durations, which resulted in a total of 504 
simulations (12 experiments with 42 simulations per experiment). We note that all dune erosion 
during the simulations occurred in the collision regime (Sallenger, 2000), unless stated 
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otherwise. Further, fenced profiles do not contain any structural reinforcement arising from the 
presence of a fence that might otherwise limit how the dunes are eroded; although the fenced 
dune itself limits erosion of the natural dune behind it, the authors are unaware of any studies 
showing an effect on dune erosion during a storm from the fence itself. 
 
Figure 2.7. Schematic overview of XBeach simulations. For every combination of storm 
intensity and dune alignment shown in the left matrix (12 total), we ran every combination of 
dune shape and storm duration shown in the right matrix (42 total). 
3. Modelling Results  
3.1 Erosion on Synthetic Dunes 
 Overall, our simulations for dunes without fences show that losses in foredune volume 
are greater with higher storm surges, longer storm durations, or when dunes are located closer to 
the shoreline (represented by the dune toe-aligned scenarios; Figure 2.8). Foredunes erode under 
most simulated conditions except when they have a high dune aspect ratio, are situated farther 
from the shoreline, or when the storm is of low intensity, in which case there is slight accretion at 
the dune toe due to wave processes (e.g., Cohn et al., 2019, Figure 2.8). Additionally, the four 
different dune configurations included in our analysis (i.e., toe-aligned, crest-aligned, heel-
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aligned, and fenced) allow us to isolate the amount of erosion attributable to the dune 
morphology (aspect ratio) versus the amount of erosion attributable to the beach morphology 
(width and slope) by establishing a baseline level of dune erosion in the toe-aligned simulations 
before introducing variations in the beach width in the crest- and heel-aligned simulations and 
management interventions in the fenced simulations. Below are the specific results of the erosion 
simulations using the four types of synthetic dune configurations. We note that while the specific 
quantitative results relating to dune erosion and wave energy are a function of model setup (e.g., 
calibration parameters), the setup is applied uniformly to all simulations such that, as we have 
seen in previous sets of simulations with different parameterizations not presented in this 
manuscript, we expect the resulting trends to be consistent regardless of how the dune shapes are 






Figure 2.8. Dune erosion and wave impact energy for all toe-aligned simulations as a function of 
aspect ratio versus storm duration. Each column represents a different storm surge level 
(increasing left to right). The top row (A, B, C) shows the change in dune volume, the middle 
row (D, E, F) shows the change in dune toe position (negative values indicate landward erosion), 
and the bottom row (G, H, I) shows the cumulative wave energy impacting the dune.  
 
3.1.1 Dune Toes Aligned – Isolating the effect of dune aspect ratio on dune erosion 
 The profiles for all toe-aligned simulations have the same beach width (and slope) (Table 
2.1). Because the only difference between these simulations is the dune morphology, we use 
them to isolate the effect of dune aspect ratio on dune erosion. Simulations with the dune toes 
aligned show that there is greater erosion for the high-aspect ratio dunes compared to the low-
aspect ratio dunes (Figure 2.8A, B, C). The increased erosion is especially pronounced during 
low intensity storms where the high aspect ratio dunes lost 19% (~10m3/m) more sediment than 
the low aspect ratio dunes. For the most intense storms, the difference in volume loss between 
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the high and low-aspect ratio dunes is ≤10 m3/m. As expected, increasing the duration of the 
storms leads to an increase in the amount of overall erosion, especially for high-aspect ratio 
dunes. While none of the dunes are completely inundated in our simulations, the dunes (all 
aspect ratios) lose a significant amount of sediment (>30m3/m, >60%) during the long duration 
storms. 
Although the tall/narrow dunes lose more sediment than the low/wide dunes, the dune toe 
experiences less retreat regardless of the storm scenario. While the dune toe for the low/wide 
dune retreats up to 10m during the longest and most intense storms (Figure 2.8F), the dune toe 
for the tall/narrow dunes never retreats more than ~5m (Figure 2.8D). In some cases, the 
tall/narrow dune toes prograde seaward by up to ~12m (Figure 2.8F). For a given storm duration 
and intensity, the dunes of different aspect ratios are impacted by a comparable amount of wave 
energy (Figure 2.8G, H, I). Therefore, since the beach morphology is the same for each of the toe 
aligned simulations the style of erosion is purely being regulated by the morphology of the dune. 
High aspect ratio dunes are closer to the angle of repose than low aspect ratio dunes so they tend 
towards avalanching with sediment piling up at the dune toe.  While the low aspect ratio dunes 
lose less volume than the high aspect ratio dunes, the sediment tends to be lost offshore during 
the storm. For example, during a relatively short (+10 hours) storm with low surge, dunes with 
an aspect ratio of 0.1 and 0.2 both lose ~5m3/m of sediment (Figure 2.8A) and are impacted by 
~500Nm/m2 of wave energy (Figure 2.8G) during the storm. However, despite these similarities 
in volume loss and wave energy, the sediment for the lower aspect ratio dune is lost offshore 





3.1.2 Dune Crests Aligned and dune heels aligned – Isolating the effect of beach width 
 
Figure 2.9. Relative dune erosion and wave impact energy for all crest-aligned simulations as a 
function of aspect ratio versus storm duration. The values from the equivalent simulations with 
the dune toes have been subtracted from the crest-aligned simulations in order to remove the 
influence from the varying beach widths in the crest-aligned simulations.  Each column 
represents a different storm surge level (increasing left to right). These values represent a 
comparison relative to the toes aligned simulation (where beach width is controlled for) such that 
the top row (A, B, C) shows the amount of volume loss prevented by the wider beach in these 
simulations, the middle row (D, E, F) shows the additional dune toe progradation induced by the 
wider beach width, and the bottom row (G, H, I) shows the reduction in wave energy reaching 




Figure 2.10. Relative dune erosion and wave impact energy for all heel-aligned simulations as a 
function of aspect ratio versus storm duration. The values from the equivalent simulations with 
the dune toes have been subtracted from the heel-aligned simulations in order to remove the 
influence from the varying beach widths in the heel-aligned simulations.  Each column 
represents a different storm surge level (increasing left to right). These values represent a 
comparison relative to the toe-aligned simulation (where beach width is controlled for) such that 
the top row (A, B, C) shows the amount of volume loss prevented by the wider beach in these 
simulations, the middle row (D, E, F) shows the increase in dune toe progradation induced by the 
wider beach width, and the bottom row (G, H, I) shows the reduction in wave energy reaching 
the dune due to the wider (and thus lower sloping) beach.  
 
 Crest- and heel-aligned simulations use the same dune morphologies as the toe-aligned 
simulations, however, the beach width increases proportionally for the crest- and heel-aligned 
profiles such that higher aspect ratio dunes are fronted by wider beaches than the lower aspect 
ratio dunes. Given that wave runup and erosion during a storm is lower for wider, more gently 
sloping beaches (i.e., Ruggiero, Holman, & Beach, 2004; Stockdon et al., 2006; Straub et al., 
2020), we analyze the effect of beach width on dune erosion (separate from effects of dune 
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aspect ratio; Figure 2.8). For the simulations in which the dune toe is aligned, beach width is 
constant for all aspect ratios and thus does not affect dune erosion and retreat. However, because 
the crest- and heel-aligned dunes can vary in their beach morphology depending on aspect ratio, 
this difference leads to wider beaches and might explain decreased erosion for high aspect ratio 
dunes (Figures 2.9 and 2.10). To isolate the effect of beach width, we subtract the amount of 
dune erosion (i.e., volume, toe position change, and wave energy) that occurred in the toe-
aligned simulations (which control for beach width) from the amount of erosion in the crest- and 
heel-aligned simulations. This calculation yields a positive number for volume change and dune 
toe migration, representing erosion that is prevented by the increase in beach width, and a 
negative value for wave energy representing additional wave dissipation provided by the beach 
for both the crest- and heel-aligned simulations. We find that the widest beaches (associated with 
the highest aspect ratio dunes) prevent more erosion than the narrowest beaches (associated with 
the lowest aspect ratio dunes) and that the protection offered by the increased beach width 
becomes more pronounced as storm duration increases (Figure 2.9A, B, C and Figure 2.10A, B, 
C). For example, while there is no appreciable increase in the amount of protection offered by 
the narrowest beaches as storm duration increases, the amount of protection offered by the 
widest beaches increases by up to ~30m3/m as storm duration increases (Figure 2.10C). 
Considering all the simulations together (Figure 2.11), we observe a proportional relationship 
between the pre-storm beach width and dune volume loss (relative to the equivalent toe-aligned 
simulation). We also find that the erosion mitigated by wider beaches is even greater under 




Figure 2.11. Volume loss from the crest- and heel-aligned simulations minus volume loss from 
the equivalent toe-aligned scenarios versus the initial beach width for the crest- and heel-aligned 
simulations. The color corresponds to the dune aspect ratio and the shape corresponds to the 
storm surge level. 
 
 The final dune toe position is consistently farther seaward of the initial dune toe position 
for all dunes fronted by wider beaches than it is for the equivalent toe-aligned simulations and 
this effect was proportional to the beach width; that wider beaches lead to a greater seaward 
migration of the dune toe. For example, the toe of the highest aspect ratio dune did not migrate 
during the longest storm with 1.5X surge while the toe of the lowest aspect ratio dune retreated 
by ~10m during the same storm during the toe-aligned simulations (Figure 2.7F). During the 
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crest- (heels) aligned simulations when these same dunes are fronted by wider (widest) beaches, 
the toe of the high aspect ratio dune progrades 15m (30m) landward compared to the toe-aligned 
simulation (where the toe of the high aspect ratio dune does not change) while the toe of the low 
aspect ratio dune is unchanged relative to the toe-aligned simulation (Figure 2.9F, Figure 2.10F). 
Wave energy reaching the dune is reduced by up to 6000 Nm/m2 for the high aspect ratio dunes 
during the most intense storms with the widest beaches (heel-aligned; Figure 2.10I) while the 
energy impacting the dune is reduced by 1000 Nm/m2. 
3.2 Erosion of Synthetic Dunes with Sand Fences  
 We performed a suite of simulations using the same dune profiles as the dune toe-aligned 
scenarios but with a portion of the beach replaced by a fenced dune (Figure 2.1D). By comparing 
the results from these simulations with those from the toe-aligned simulations (Figure 2.11) we 
quantify the effectiveness of artificial dunes (formed via the emplacement of sand fences) under 
varying storm scenarios while controlling for the effects of beach width. We find that the fenced 
dunes prevent more volume loss (up to ~20 m3/m) as the surge increases (Figure 2.12A, B, C) 
however, for any given surge level, there is a minimal (<10 m3/m) difference in the amount of 
dune toe retreat mitigated by the fenced dune between the longest and shortest storms (Figure 
2.12A, B, C). Additionally, the aspect ratio of the dune behind the fence plays a minimal role in 
influencing volume loss except in the case of the most intense storms when the lowest aspect 
ratio dunes performs better than the higher aspect ratio dunes (Figure 2.12C). While the presence 
of a fenced dune prevents volume loss from the natural dune, there is little to no change (<10 m) 
in the dune toe position relative to the toe-aligned simulations where the fenced dune was not 
present (Figure 2.12D, E, F). Finally, the fenced dunes reduced the amount of wave energy 
impacting the non-fenced dune by up to ~2500 nm/m2 during the most intense storms (Figure 
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2.12I). Unlike their influence on volume loss and dune toe migration, the influence of fenced 
dunes on wave energy dissipation demonstrates a relationship with storm duration wherein more 
energy is dissipated during longer storms (Figure 2.12G, H, I). This result is expected given that 
the wave energy is related to impact hours and longer storms lead to the dune being impacted 
longer.   
 
Figure 2.12. Relative dune erosion and wave impact energy for all fenced simulations as a 
function of aspect ratio versus storm duration. The values from the equivalent simulations with 
the dune toes have been subtracted from the fenced simulations in order to remove the influence 
from the presence of the fenced dune seaward of the natural dune. Each column represents a 
different storm surge level (increasing left to right). These values represent a comparison relative 
to the toe-aligned simulation (where beach width is controlled for and there isn’t a fenced dune) 
such that the top row (A, B, C) shows the amount of volume loss prevented by the fenced dune 
in these simulations, the middle row (D, E, F) shows the increase in dune toe progradation 
induced by the fenced dune, and the bottom row (G, H, I) shows the reduction in wave energy 




3.3 Comparisons with Field Surveys 
 
Figure 2.13. Pre-storm aspect ratio versus pre-storm beach width for foredunes at Bogue Banks, 
NC. Each point represents a transect and points are colored based on the change in volume from 
2017-2018.  
 
 We compare our model results to the observational field surveys conducted along Bogue 
Banks, NC, before (2017) and after (2018) Hurricane Florence. The field data show a weak 
relationship between dune aspect ratio and erosion (sand volume loss). However, similar to 
model results for the toe-aligned (constant beach width) dune configurations, those profiles with 
a lower aspect ratio dune experience similar or even less erosion than high aspect ratio dunes 
with the same beach width (i.e., at a beach width of 40 m in Fig. 2.13). A strong trend occurs 
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with respect to the beach width, in which erosion significantly decreases with increasing beach 
width, regardless of aspect ratio (Figure 2.13). Foredunes with beach widths greater than 40 m all 
experience dune growth between 2017-2018 despite the effects of Hurricane Florence during this 
period (Figure 2.13). Although the model does not simulate aeolian transport induced dune 
growth, we note that in simulations with low to moderate surge (0.5x-1.0x), sand volume loss 
decreases to zero or near-zero for beach widths greater than 40m (Figure 2.9).  
4. Discussion 
4.1 Effects of Aspect Ratio on Dune Erosion 
 The storm impact scale for barrier islands described by Sallenger (2000) relates the 
elevation of the dune crest and dune toe to the TWL as a means of categorizing impacts within 
four possible impact regimes:  swash, collision, overwash, and inundation. Each storm impact 
regime has a corresponding mode of dune erosion associated with it, ranging from none (swash 
regime) to potentially complete loss of the dune (inundation regime). A key implication of this 
storm impact scale is that a taller dune should provide better protection from storms because it is 
less likely to be overtopped. Previous studies (e.g., Brodie et al., 2019; Stockdon et al., 2007) 
have suggested that collision is the most common, but temporary, storm impact regime to impact 
foredunes. Collision occurs when the TWL impacts the face of the dune, causing scarping and 
dune retreat. This suggests that a dune which is more resistant to the effects of collision may 
offer the greatest degree of protection so long as it is not overtopped, especially given that the 
dune will likely be experiencing collision for a longer time under longer duration storm events. 
To this end, while the role of dune width in mitigating hazard exposure has been explored 
qualitatively (Davidson et al., 2020; Leaman et al., 2020), detailed quantitative assessments were 
not available prior to the present study. Further, the relative role of dune morphology (height and 
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width) versus the beach width in limiting exposure to coastal hazards has been identified as a 
necessary avenue for future research (Davidson et al., 2020), an avenue our results shed light on. 
When controlling for the beach width (i.e., the dune toe-aligned scenario), we find that 
the lower aspect ratio dunes eroded less than the higher aspect ratio dunes when both are in the 
collision regime. The high aspect ratio dunes are more likely to collapse when scarped because 
of avalanching as the dune face slope approaches an angle of repose. This process also likely 
explains accretion occurring at the dune toe for the high aspect ratio dunes that weren’t 
completely eroded (Palmsten and Splinter, 2016). Although the high aspect ratio dunes are better 
equipped to prevent overwash, there is the potential for them to be completely eroded during the 
longest storms due to persistent scarping, undercutting, and avalanching. In contrast, low aspect 
ratio dunes can withstand long duration storms as long as storm surge is not sufficiently high to 
cause overwash. While the height of the dune may be an appropriate predictor for overwash, the 
overall aspect ratio may better describe how dunes will erode with respect to storm duration and 
intensity. While the most resilient dune shape would be a dune tall enough to minimize the 
likelihood of overwash and wide enough to prevent significant loss of sediment and dune toe 
retreat via scarping, when resource limitations (such as sediment availability) require prioritizing 
management interventions our results suggest opting for widening dunes rather than building 
them vertically, may be worth considering. 
While dune morphology plays a primary role in describing how dunes erode, particularly 
with respect to whether or not sediment is piled at the toe of the dune (high aspect ratio dunes) or 
transported offshore (low aspect ratio dunes), it plays a secondary role to the beach morphology 
in terms of explaining the amount of erosion that will occur. Across simulations in which the 
beach width varied (i.e., the crest-aligned and heel-aligned scenarios), there is a clear 
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relationship between the amount of erosion prevented (relative to the toe-aligned scenarios) and 
the width of the beach (Figure 2.10), Wider beaches lead to less sediment loss from the dune and 
more progradation of the dune toe. During the longest and most intense storms, the widest 
beaches lead to a dissipation of up to ~66% of the wave energy reaching the dune (Figure 2.9I), 
corresponding to the simulations with the least amount of observed erosion. This result, 
combined with the results of the toe-aligned scenarios suggest that when considering the relative 
role of dune and beach morphology on dune erosion; beach width is the primary control on dune 
erosion, followed by dune width, and then dune height.  
4.2 Sand Fences and Beach Nourishment on Foredune Erosion 
 We assess the effects of sand fencing on the mitigation of dune erosion by comparing the 
results of the fenced simulations with the toe-aligned simulations. We find that the small dune 
formed by fencing can significantly decrease dune erosion by providing a barrier that must be 
removed by erosion before the “natural” dune behind it is impacted. In our simulations, the 
fenced dune was not sufficiently eroded until ~60 hrs into the storm, which prevented the dune 
behind it from experiencing the peak of the storm (Figure 2.4). The key dynamic in this case 
(regardless of actual storm duration), was that the fenced dune was sufficiently high to protect 
the natural dune until the peak of the storm had passed. Thus, the aspect ratio of the natural dune 
is secondary to the morphology of the fenced dune in providing protection to back-barrier 
environments (a taller fenced dune would offer even greater protection). Charbonneau and Wnek 
(2016) demonstrated that fenced dunes can reform quickly (on the order of months) meaning that 
not only can sand fences effectively prevent storm-induced erosion, but it is possible for them to 
facilitate recovery- of the fenced dune prior to the next storm if the frequency of storm impacts is 
sufficiently low, and assuming the fences are still present following the storm or are re-built. 
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Additionally, dunes built by sand fences may be paired with vegetation planting to assist in sand 
trapping efficiency and dune stabilization (Bossard and Nicolae Lerma, 2020; Nordstrom and 
Jackson, 2013). While we did not simulate management interventions that would widen the dune 
(e.g., dune grass planting, dune scraping, sand ramps), the effect of these interventions could be 
hypothesized from our results. Any management strategy that widens the dune but does not add 
to its elevation will cause the dune to assume a lower aspect ratio than it had in its pre-
management state. Further, if management is not paired with a beach nourishment (i.e., Itzkin et 
al., 2020) then the wider dune will likely come at the cost of a slightly narrower beach. The 
lower aspect ratio (Figure 2.8) could serve to reduce erosion, but this potential decrease in 
erosion may well be offset by increased erosion associated with the narrower beach (Figure 
2.10).  
 We also effectively considered the role of beach nourishment by varying beach width for 
the dune crest-aligned and dune heel-aligned scenarios. For a given dune aspect ratio, the only 
difference between the toe-aligned, crest-aligned, and heel-aligned simulations was the beach 
width. Beach nourishment (i.e., widening of the beach) appears to have a greater impact on 
preventing dune erosion than any management action that could be taken to alter the aspect ratio 
of the dune. XBeach simulations with the dune crest- and heel-aligned have a variable beach 
width that is proportional to the dune aspect ratio. For a given dune aspect ratio and wave 
duration and intensity, the only difference between the simulations is the increase in beach width 
(toe-aligned < heel-aligned). This increase in beach width decreases beach slope (βf), which 
lowers incident band swash (e.g., Ruggiero et al., 2004) and total wave runup (Stockdon et al., 
2006), reducing the likelihood of dune erosion. We see this effect in our results, which show up 
to a 100% reduction in dune erosion between the toe- and heel-aligned simulations (Figure 2.8). 
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The strong inverse relationship between beach width and dune erosion (Figures 2.10 and 2.11) 
suggests that regardless of the aspect ratio of a foredune, widening the beach can be sufficient for 
preventing overwash during most storms and will be a more effective strategy for increasing 
coastal protection than re-building the dune or installing sand fences; although pairing sand 
fences with a wide beach via nourishment would offer the greatest overall reduction in natural 
dune volume loss.  
 It is important to recognize that although management initiatives such as widening 
beaches and building dunes with particular aspect ratios can be effective at mitigating erosion 
during a single storm, these actions may have effects that are undesirable in the long-term as the 
effects of multiple storms compound. For example, overwash facilitates barrier rollover—a 
process that is necessary if islands are to maintain subaerial exposure as sea level rises (e.g., 
Leatherman, 1979; Moore et al., 2010; Lorenzo-Trueba & Ashton, 2014; Rogers et al., 2015). 
Thus, constructing dune and beach systems that reduce the amount of overwash that would 
otherwise naturally occur may inhibit rollover, thereby increasing the likelihood of eventual 
barrier drowning (e.g., Magliocca et al., 2011; Rogers et al., 2015).  This is a concern even in the 
presence of expected ongoing beach nourishment both because overwash-induced increases in 
island interior, and back-barrier elevation are necessary to prevent drowning from the backside 
and because it is not feasible to continue beach nourishment indefinitely along all developed 
barriers. 
5. Conclusions  
 In this study we used XBeach to analyze how coastal foredunes erode during a storm as a 
function of their aspect ratio (height and width), beach width, and the presence of various 
management interventions (i.e., sand fencing and beach nourishment). We find that low aspect 
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ratio (lower and wider) dunes are more resistant to erosion from increased storm duration than 
high aspect ratio (taller and narrower) dunes, although high aspect ratio dunes offer greater 
protection against more intense storms. For low aspect ratio dunes, eroded sediment is lost 
offshore whereas the high aspect ratio dunes lose greater amounts of sediment through persistent 
scarping, more of the sediment is preserved at the toe of the dune as a result of avalanching. In 
addition, dunes built by sand fences reduce the amount of erosion experienced by the foredune 
behind the fenced dune because they create a barrier that must first be eroded or overtopped. 
Although modifying the dune aspect ratio does alter the amount of erosion experienced as storm 
characteristics vary, we find that the greatest protective service in all instances is offered by a 
wide beach; a finding that is also supported by our limited observations of dune erosion in the 
field.  
Our results indicate that a tall, wide foredune fronted by a fenced dune and a wide beach. 
Given the challenges of achieving such a foredune morphology in the face of rising sea level and 
within resource limitations (i.e., sand availability, cost, etc.), our findings suggest that the 
greatest increase in short-term protective service can be achieved by widening beaches, 
regardless of the frontal dune morphology. However, although our work could be used to 
demonstrate that widening beaches through nourishment may provide more protection from 
flooding in the near-term than artificially constructed dunes, we note that this is costly and may 
be infeasible over the long-term given that these management initiatives reduce overwash flux, 
which is essential for barrier islands to maintain elevation as sea level continues to rise (i.e., 
Lorenzo-Trueba & Ashton, 2014; Magliocca et al., 2011; Rogers et al., 2015). Alternative 
strategies for widening beaches would also have a similar protective effect (e.g., managed 
retreat; Cutler et al., 2020; Gibbs, 2016) while allowing for more of the natural processes to 
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occur that allow an island to evolve and persist in the face of rising sea levels. Ultimately, 
pairing wide dunes and wide beaches to provide protection from the most common storm 
scenarios may balance the need for protection from most storms, but this must be considered 
against a longer-term need for the island to rollover and maintain a subaerial surface via 





























CHAPTER 3: COMBINING PROCESS-BASED AND DATA-DRIVEN APPROACHES TO 
FORECAST DUNE AND BEACH CHANGE3 
 
1. Introduction 
 Understanding foredune growth and erosion is critical for predicting how sandy coastal 
systems will likely respond over time to sea level rise and changes in the intensity of storms. 
Coastal dunes form naturally through biophysical feedbacks between aeolian sediment transport 
and vegetation growth (e.g., Baas & Nield, 2007; Biel et al., 2019; Davidson-Arnott et al., 2012; 
Durán & Moore, 2013; Hacker et al., 2012, 2019; P. Hesp, 2002; Luna et al., 2012; Ruggiero et 
al., 2019; Zarnetske et al., 2015, 2012) as well as marine-driven sediment transport (Cohn, et al., 
2019a). Sufficiently strong winds entrain sand and transport it across the beach towards the dune 
where turbulence induced from interactions between the wind and vegetation cause the shear 
stress acting on the grains to drop below the critical threshold for transport, resulting in 
deposition (Durán and Moore, 2013). Dune grasses, in particular, are stimulated by sand burial 
causing them to grow and accrete more sand (e.g., Brown & Zinnert, 2018; Hacker et al. 2012, 
2019; Harris et al., 2017; Maun, 1998; Seneca, 1972; Zarnestske et al. 2012, 2015), ultimately 
promoting the formation of a vegetated foredune, located at the most seaward position for which 
vegetation can survive (Biel et al. 2019; Hesp, 2002; Maun, 1998). In an undeveloped, natural 
system, dune growth will continue as long as there is sufficient sediment flux from the beach; 
 
3 This chapter is an unpublished manuscript being prepared for submission under the following citation: Itzkin, M., 
Moore, L.J., Ruggiero, P., Hovenga, P.A., and Hacker, S.D. (in prep), Combining process-based and data-driven 
approaches to forecast dune and beach change 
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this may lead to the formation of multiple dune ridges where the beach is prograding (e.g., Goff 
et al., 2008; Hesp, 1984; Moore et al., 2016; Orford et al., 2000). Conversely, dunes are eroded 
during storms when the water level impacts the dune (e.g., Long et al., 2014; Roelvink et al., 
2009; Sallenger, 2000; Seabloom et al. 2013; Stockdon et al., 2006). Sallenger (2000) describes 
four impact regimes; swash, collision, overwash, and inundation based on a comparison between 
the total water level (TWL) and the elevation of the dune toe and dune crest. The TWL is the 
summation of the still water level (SWL; itself a combination of mean sea level, tides, and non-
tidal residuals) and wave runup (Serafin et al., 2017). Stockdon et al. (2006) show that wave 
runup is proportional to the beach slope with steeper beaches experiencing greater runup than 
shallower beaches for an equivalent wave climate. Beach slope, which is a key driver of 
variability in runup elevations (e.g., Battjes, 1974; Ruggiero et al., 2001; Stockdon et al., 2006), 
can change frequently and significantly (e.g., Straub et al., 2020; Theuerkauf & Rodriguez, 
2014). Given this potential for change, it is clear that the co-evolution between the beach and 
dune is important in determining how these coastal barriers will respond to sea level rise and 
increased storm intensity and frequency (e.g., Knutson et al., 2010) over interannual and longer 
timescales (e.g., Moore et al., 2016). 
 In managed systems human actions can have profound impacts on how the coastline 
evolves (e.g., Biel et al. 2017; Itzkin et al., 2020; Magliocca et al., 2011; Nordstrom et al., 2000; 
Nordstrom & Jackson, 2013; Rogers et al., 2015). Management efforts such as sand fence 
construction and dune grass planting (often carried out in conjunction with each other) promote 
the formation of an artificially constructed dune that limits the impact of erosion and flooding on 
the infrastructure landward of the dune and also modifies the dune system as a whole by 
impeding growth of the naturally occurring foredune (e.g., Anthony, 2013; Charbonneau & 
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Wnek, 2016; Grafals-Soto & Nordstrom, 2009; Itzkin et al., 2020; Mendelssohn et al., 1991; 
Miller et al., 2001). Beach nourishment is another common management strategy wherein sand is 
taken from a dredge site and placed on the beach to artificially widen it. This helps to limit 
erosion and flooding by providing a wider beach for wave energy to dissipate before reaching the 
dune (Itzkin et al., in review). Importantly, nourishment of beaches with sand also promotes dune 
growth (van Puijenbroek et al., 2017). On engineering timescales, managers may seek to 
maintain a tall dune or wide beach (McNamara and Keeler, 2013) to prevent storm flooding and 
damage to communities. There may also be a desire from residents to maintain a lower dune to 
preserve ocean views (Nordstrom et al., 2000; Nordstrom and Jackson, 2013) or promote native 
dune restoration (Biel et al. 2017; Zarnetske et al. 2010). On geologic timescales, dunes serve as 
a reservoir for sediment that helps drive barrier rollover, which is necessary for these islands to 
maintain a subaerial surface under rising sea levels (e.g., Brunn, 1962; Cowell et al., 1995; 
Lorenzo-Trueba & Ashton, 2014; Moore et al., 2010; Rogers et al., 2015). This rollover process 
leads to a tradeoff between desires to limit dune erosion in the short-term and the importance to 
island evolution of allowing dunes to develop naturally overtime.  
Given the convolution of processes and the associated timescales that contribute to long-
term evolution of the dune and beach, modeling coastal evolution over annual to decadal time 
scales requires consideration of aeolian and hydrodynamic processes that span the coastal zone 
from the nearshore across the dune (Moore et al., 2016a). Additional considerations must also be 
made when modeling change along a developed shoreline that has been extensively modified 
through various management interventions and thus evolves differently than undeveloped 
coastlines, which are governed by natural processes (McNamara and Lazarus, 2018). The 
development of numerical, process-based models such as the Coastal Dune Model (CDM; Duran 
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& Moore, 2013), XBeach (Roelvink et al., 2009), and Aeolis (Hoonhout & de Vries, 2016) allow 
for the simulation of morphodynamic change across different parts of the coastal zone (i.e., 
XBeach for the nearshore or CDM for the foredune). Windsurf (Cohn et al., 2019a)couples 
XBeach, CDM, and Aeolis to simulate hydrodynamic processes, multi-fraction aeolian sediment 
transport, and feedbacks between vegetation growth and sediment transport occurring across the 
nearshore, foreshore, and dune. Windsurf’s modular framework allows for the incorporation of 
additional processes, including management initiatives such as beach nourishment (Ruggiero et 
al., 2019), making it well suited for modeling dune and beach behavior on managed coastlines. 
Even though Windsurf can be used to investigate this behavior, careful calibration of 
model parameters must be undertaken to ensure reasonable behavior and predictions. Calibration 
of an individual model is a rigorous task (e.g., Goldstein & Moore, 2018; Palmsten & Holman, 
2012; Simmons et al., 2017; Splinter & Palmsten, 2012; Vousdoukas et al., 2012) and the 
calibration process for a coupled model such as Windsurf is made more difficult because of the 
extensive set of tunable parameters within each model core (i.e., XBeach, CDM, Aeolis), as well 
as nonlinear interactions between parameters within and across the individual model cores. For 
these reasons, “one-at-a-time” or manual methods and sensitivity tests are not necessarily 
capable of identifying a reasonable solution. Cohn et al. (2019a) calibrated Windsurf using 100 
simulations with a random sample of parameters, however there are additional parameters to tune 
when modeling a reflective beach (Roelvink et al., 2018; Sanuy and Jiménez, 2019; Vousdoukas 
et al., 2011, 2012) that makes this “random” calibration approach computationally expensive due 
to the need for running a large number of simulations. Further, Windsurf’s computational 
demand limits the number of calibration simulations that can be performed  
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A potential avenue for calibrating Windsurf efficiently involves the use of data-driven 
techniques that have been employed previously on the individual models contained within the 
Windsurf coupling. Previous studies have demonstrated success in calibrating CDM (Goldstein 
& Moore, 2018) and XBeach (Simmons et al., 2017, 2019), two of Windsurf’s model cores, 
using automated methods to estimate parameter values that may provide a template for best 
practices in calibrating Windsurf. Simmons et al. (2017) identified an ideal set of parameter 
values for an XBeach simulation of storm erosion in Emilia-Romagna, Italy using a Monte 
Carlo-based method that sought to optimize a generalized likelihood metric, however the number 
of calibration simulations required (n=15,000 in the paper) is prohibitively large for use with 
Windsurf. An alternative calibration approach, which may require a smaller number of 
simulations, is presented by Goldstein and Moore (2018) who describe a workflow for 
calibrating CDM that utilizes a genetic algorithm. Ultimately, a calibration method is needed that 
can quickly converge on a set of optimized parameter values to overcome Windsurf’s substantial 
runtime and nonlinear interactions between model parameters. 
 In this paper, we use Windsurf to produce a one-year hindcast of a managed and 
unmanaged foredune profile sampled from the Outer Banks of North Carolina, USA. We then 
use the output from the hindcasts to produce 5-year predictions of changes in foredune 
morphology. The Windsurf simulations are paired with a series of neural networks and genetic 
algorithms (described in Section 2.2) to (1) enhance the accuracy and efficiency of the hindcasts, 
and (2) to extend predictions of morphologic change beyond the hindcast period (hereafter 
referred to as forecasts). The aims of this research are two-fold: 1) demonstrate a potential 
calibration workflow that can alleviate the challenges of calibrating a complex coupled model by 
combining process-based and machine learning models, and 2) demonstrate Windsurf’s skill at 
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reproducing observed modes of dune and beach change on managed and unmanaged coasts. In 
the process of achieving these aims, we address the following questions: 1) How do dune and 
beach erosion and recovery differ between managed and unmanaged dunes and beaches?; 2) 
How accurately can hindcast simulations reproduce observed dune erosion and beach recovery?; 
and 3) How can we combine process-based modeling and data-driven methods to forecast 
interannual dune and beach changes? 
2. Methods 
2.1 Study Area and Field Data 
 Bogue Banks (BB) is an approximately 40 km long east-west oriented developed barrier 
island along the coast of North Carolina (Figure 3.1A). The island is located west of a chain of 
barrier islands that makes up Cape Lookout National Seashore (CALO). Bogue Banks is home to 
an estimated 6500 people (U.S. Census Bureau, 2018) and a tourism industry that generates over 
$350 million in annual revenue (Carteret County Economic Development, 2018). A robust 
coastal protection strategy has been enacted on the island, which includes the use of beach 
nourishment (Carteret County Shore Protection Office, 2017), sand fences (Itzkin et al., 2020), 
and dune grass planting (Hacker et al., 2019) to maintain wide beaches and dunes that are 
resilient to storm impacts. Itzkin et al. (2020) used lidar data to compare dune development in 
managed versus unmanaged areas with a focus on the effects of sand fencing and found that 
natural dune growth has been effectively halted where sand fences are present but that the 
formation of a fenced dune lead to the development of a wider dune system in these locations 
compared to relatively unmanaged portions of the island (i.e., Fort Macon State Park). Jay et al. 




Figure 3.1. (A) Map of Bogue Banks, North Carolina, USA showing profile locations in red and 
locations of wave buoys (red triangles), wind gauges (yellow Xs), and tide gauge (blue 
diamond). The profiles used in this study (BGB15 and BGB22) are highlighted in white. (B) 
Measured environmental data for CALO from January 2016 to January 2020. Tide levels were 
downloaded from NDBC Gauge 8656483, wave parameters (Hs, Tp, and Wave Dir) were 
downloaded from Waverider Buoys 41159 and 41110, and wind parameters (Wind Dir and U) 
were sampled from NDBC Gauges CLKN7 and bftn7. The blue shaded region represents the 
hindcast period from October 2016 to October 2017. The vertical red lines indicate field survey 
dates. (C) Wind (top) and wave (bottom) roses colored by wind speed and Hs. 
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along Bogue Banks (Hacker et al. 2019), has led to the formation of taller and wider dunes than 
those that formed in the presence of the more naturally dominant Uniola paniculata.  
 To further characterize and assess the long-term dune and beach dynamics of the area, 
field surveys along Bogue Banks and Cape Lookout National Seashore were carried out between 
2016-2020. We used real-time kinematic global positioning system (RTK-GPS) to collect 
topographic profiles (1-2 km alongshore spacing) of the dune and beach (Figure 3.1A, 3.2). 
Vegetation quadrat surveys were also performed at each profile to quantify the density and 
diversity of the varying dune grass species present on the island(s). Sediment samples were 
collected at the toe of the dunes to identify the sediment size distribution at each profile location. 
Additional details on field survey methods and data can be found in Hovenga et al. (2019), 
Hacker et al. (2019), and Jay et al. (in review). Here, we used the 2016 topographic profiles and 
vegetation data as input conditions for the Windsurf hindcasts described below (SECTION 2.2) 
and the 2017 topographic profiles to assess the accuracy of the hindcasts. Downloaded wind 
(NDBC Gauges CLKN7 and BFTN7), wave (Waverider buoys 41159 and 41110), and tide data 
(NDBC Gauge 8656483) provided a continuous (hourly) time series of environmental forcing 
data for Bogue Banks throughout the study period (Figure 3.1). We backshoaled wave 
parameters (wave height, period, direction) to deep water and then transformed them to the 10 m 
depth contour using linear wave theory to account for refraction, shoaling, and differences 




Figure 3.2. Bogue Banks, North Carolina, profiles used in Windsurf simulations. (A) BGB15 
was sampled from Emerald Isle and contains a sand fence at the location marked by the dashed 
red line. (B) BGB22 was sampled from Fort Macon and was not affected by direct management 
interventions during the study period. 
2.2 Combined Process-Based Modeling and Machine Learning Approach 
 We combined Windsurf with a series of machine learning models to improve the 
accuracy and efficiency of model calibration and to produce forecasts of morphologic change 
from model output (Figure 3.3). This calibration and forecasting workflow, applied to the two 
hindcast profiles in this study (Figure 3.3), consists of the following 5 steps: 
1. A set of calibration simulations conducted with random values for parameterizations 
allows calculation of a root mean squared error (RMSE) value for all tested parameter 
values.  
2. An artificial neural network (NN1 described in section 2.3.2), trained on the results from 
step 1, predicts an RMSE value for a given set of input parameters. 
3. A genetic algorithm (GA1 described in section 2.3.3) runs in conjunction with NN1 to 
identify a potential “best” parameterization for the hindcast. 
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4. A genetic algorithm (GA2 described in section 2.3.3) runs in conjunction with Windsurf, 
starting with the parameters output by NN1 in step 3, to fine-tune the calibration 
parameters and produce the hindcast. 
5. A neural network (NN2 described in section 2.3.2), trained on the hindcast output from 
step 4 and the associated forcing (wind, wave, and tide) conditions, produces a 5-year 
forecast of dune morphology change. 
 
 
Figure 3.3. Schematized calibration workflow for Windsurf hindcast and forecast simulations 
 
2.2.1 Windsurf 
Windsurf is a coupled model framework developed by Cohn et al. (2019a). This 
framework couples XBeach (hydrodynamics and subaqueous sediment transport; Roelvink et al., 
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2009), the Coastal Dune Model (vegetation processes and dune growth; Duran and Moore, 
2013), and Aeolis (multi-fraction aeolian sediment transport; Hoonhout and deVries, 2016) to 
simulate morphodynamic behavior across the entirety of the nearshore-beach-dune profile. 
Windsurf, validated for use on dissipative beaches in the Pacific Northwest by Cohn et al. 
(2019a), presents challenges for use on intermediate-reflective and managed beaches (e.g., those 
on Bogue Banks). In particular, there are additional parameters beyond those calibrated by Cohn 
et al. (2019a; vegetation friction, aeolian transport, wave asymmetry, and wave skewness) that 
need to be tuned for reflective beaches (the wet sediment slope and the bed friction coefficient; 
Sanuy, 2019; Palmsten & Splinter, 2016). Roelvink and Costas (2019) demonstrate the 
importance of the gradient factor parameter in XBeach which can be calibrated to allow for 
erosion or accretion of the shoreline due to an alongshore gradient. In an exploratory paper 
demonstrating how Windsurf can replicate various processes, Ruggiero et al. (2019) show that 
the vegetation density parameter in CDM is important for stabilizing the dune. Further, Aeolis 
and CDM include a number of parameters that have yet to be fully explored across a range of 
different locations. A full description of the parameters and calibration values used in our model 
experiments can be found in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1. Descriptions of the parameters used to calibrate the hindcasts. The values used for 
each hindcast (BGB15 and BGB22) are also presented in the rightmost columns. 
Parameter Description Model Core 
Calibration 
Range BGB15 BGB22 
m Vegetation friction coefficient CDM 0.0 - 5.00 0.586 0.4011 
startingDensity Initial vegetation density 0.00 - 10.00 1 0.386 
Cb Aeolian transport coefficient Aeolis 0.00 - 3.00 0.1 0.9297 
facAs Wave asymmetry 
XBeach 
0.00 - 1.00 0.273 0.1 
facSk Wave skewness 0.00 - 1.00 0.123 0.6615 
wetslp Critical slope for wet cells 0.00 - 1.00 0.6456 0.1 
bedfriccoef Bed friction coefficient 0.00 - 0.50 0.0228 0.01 
lsgrad Alongshore transport gradient -0.10 - 0.10 0 -0.1 
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To modify Windsurf to simulate the effect of sand fences on dune growth (e.g., Cornelis 
& Gabriels, 2005; Itzkin et al., 2020; Lima et al., 2018; Nordstrom & Mccluskey, 1985), we 
integrated the wind speed reduction factor (wsrf) formulation of Cohn et al. (2019b) into 
Windsurf. The wsrf is a function of a defined fence height (Zfence) and cross-shore location 
(fencex): 





In the Cohn et al. (2019b) formulation, the wsrf is multiplied by the wind velocity at each model 
time step to apply a linear reduction in wind velocity landward of a sand fence, thus forming a 
fenced dune (e.g., Cornelis & Gabriels, 2005; Gillies et al., 2017; Li & Sherman, 2015). We 
apply this formulation in Windsurf by first defining the height of the fence (1 m) and setting a 
“fence grid” that is a vector of values that increase offshore and equals 0 at the fence position 
(values become negative landward of the fence). We then calculate wsrf, which returns a vector 
of values that linearly decreases landward from the fence. We manually set wsrf to a value of 1 
for locations seaward of the fence so that there is no effect from oncoming wind. While 
Windsurf runs, the wind velocity output from CDM is multiplied by the cosine of the wind 
direction to calculate the cross-shore wind velocity. We then take the cross-shore wind velocity 
and multiply it by wsrf to create a spatially varying wind velocity vector with values decreasing 
from the fence landward. The wind velocity vector is then passed to Aeolis to simulate the 




Figure 3.4. Number of profiles associated within each (A) mode of dune recovery and (B) beach 
change identified on the field profiles between 2016-2017. The heatmap (C) shows the number 
of profiles that fit into each combination of dune and beach change type (blank boxes indicate 
empty bins) 
 
We use Windsurf, including the new fenced dune formulation, to produce two one-year 
(2016-2017) hindcasts of dune and beach change on Bogue Banks. We selected profiles (Figure 
3.3) based on a classification of the field profiles into morphodynamic groupings based on dune 
development (Figure 3.4A); vertical and lateral (cross-shore) dune growth representative of 
unmanaged profiles (BGB22), and fenced dune growth representative of managed profiles 
(BGB15). With respect to changes in the beach, 6 profiles experienced beach progradation, 10 
profiles experienced beach erosion, and 6 experienced no change in beach width. Dunes on 
prograding beaches mostly experienced vertical growth while the number of profiles on eroding 
beaches were evenly split between vertical and lateral dune growth (Figure 3.4C). Profiles with a 
fenced dune present are referred to as managed within this work while others are considered to 
be unmanaged.  These profiles also represent two of the different observed modes of beach 
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change (Figure 3.4B).  To assess the accuracy of the hindcasts we calculate the root mean 










where n is the number of grid points. Note that RMSE is only calculated from the heel of the 
natural dune seaward to avoid imposing a penalty due to the backdune area that was manually 
flattened/removed to create the model input (to prevent artificial boundary effects). We also 
calculate a dune RMSE (RMSEdune) from the heel of the natural dune to the toe of the natural 
dune (or fenced dune if present) and beach RMSE (RMSEbeach) from the toe of the natural (or 
fenced) dune to MHW level to assess how well Windsurf can reproduce changes to the dune and 
beach (RMSEdune includes both the natural and fenced dunes for the managed profile). In 
addition to RMSE, we calculate the Brier Skill Score (BSS) for every model run to determine 
how well the hindcasts performed. BSS measures the ratio of the difference between the final 
model and field profile to the observed change in the field as: 
 






Where Zf is the final field profile, Zm is the model output, and Z0 is the initial field profile. BSS 
returns a value (-Inf, 1] that is qualitatively classified as poor (0-0.3), fair (0.3-0.6), good (0.6-
0.8), or excellent (0.8-1) (e.g., Splinter et al., 2014; Sutherland et al., 2004). Negative values 
indicate the initial field profile matches the final field profile more closely than the model output. 
Like RMSE, we also calculate a BSSdune and BSSbeach for each profile. 
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 From each hindcast we calculate the dune crest (Dhigh) and dune toe (Dlow) elevation at 
each time step to train the neural networks ahead of forecasting and to compare model and field 
results.  
2.2.2 Emulating Windsurf Output With Neural Networks 
 Neural networks use a series of artificial neurons to identify complex patterns in data 
(Lecun et al., 2015). Neural networks consist of an input layer that takes in the data, one or more 
hidden layers that transform the data, and an output layer. Neurons in the hidden layer(s) have 
associated weights and biases that are set during the training phase where data is propagated and 
backpropagated through the network to minimize a selected error metric (mean square error in 
this case) (Lecun et al., 2015). We split data into training, testing, and validation (60/20/20, 
respectively) datasets and then used the training data to set the weights and biases of the neurons 
and the validation data to test the accuracy of the network through each epoch of training. After 
training, we determined the accuracy of the network by comparing predictions made using input 
values derived from the testing data input with predictions made using the observed values.  
 Here, we used two neural networks, to emulate Windsurf output. The first neural network 
(NN1), used in model calibration, predicts the RMSE values associated with a given set of input 
parameters. NN1 contains 3 hidden layers with 64 nodes each. In between the input layer and the 
hidden layers are dropout layers, each set with a dropout rate of 0.1 (randomly set 10% of the 
input values to 0), to prevent overfitting the network to the training data. We trained NN1 on the 
RMSE and input parameters of an initial set of calibration runs and achieved an accuracy (R2) of 
~0.70 for the managed profile and ~0.60 for the unmanaged profile. We trained a separate 
version of this network for each hindcast profile. The second neural network (NN2), used after 
model calibration, forecasts dune crest height and dune toe elevation change for each profile. 
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NN2 contains a single Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) layer with 128 nodes that is trained on 
the environmental forcing data for the hindcast simulations to predict the desired output 
morphological variable (Dhigh or Dlow). LSTM layers contain a memory cell that stores 
untransformed input values for a given number of time steps (set to 48 hours in this paper) to 
produce longer and more accurate forecasts (Lecun et al., 2015). After NN2 is trained, a 5-year 
forecast is produced using the full 2016-2020 time series of forcing data. We produced an 
additional 10 forecasts with random gaussian noise (normally distributed between ±0.05) added 
to the input data with the mean ± standard deviation of these 10 forecasts used estimate 
uncertainty bounds for the forecasts. We note that the width of the uncertainty estimates are 
related to the amount of random noise. We designed both neural networks in Python using 
TensorFlow with Keras (Abadi et al., 2015). 
2.2.3 Calibrating Windsurf Parameters With Genetic Algorithms 
 Genetic algorithms are an optimization method that utilize principles of Darwinian 
evolution (i.e., survival of the fittest, reproduction, mutation) and can be used to identify an ideal 
set of parameters for model calibration. This is achieved by iteratively tuning the model through 
multiple generations until a global minimum is identified on an error surface of unknown form. 
In this case, we selected RMSE as an error metric, assuming Windsurf’s error surface is a 
function of the input parameters such that: 
 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓(𝜃) (4) 
where q represents a vector of parameter values used in the calibration. We ran a genetic 
algorithm (GA1) with a population size of 100 for 100 generations to make predictions on NN1 
(described in section 2.2.2) to identify a good initial parameterization for the Windsurf 
simulations. We ran a second genetic algorithm (GA2), seeded with the output from NN1, with a 
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population size of 20, for 20 generations to produce the final calibrated Windsurf hindcast. GA2 
uses a multi-objective function (optimized on multiple error metrics) to optimize RMSE, 
RMSEdune, and RMSEbeach. We designed both genetic algorithms using Distributed Evolutionary 
Algorithms in Python (DEAP; Fortin et al., 2012). 
3. Results 
3.1. Hindcasting Dune and Beach Change Between 2016-2017 
 
Figure 3.5. Hindcast results for BGB22. The top plot (A) shows the final model output 
compared to the field profiles. The dashed black line represents the 2016 field profile as well as 
the initial condition for the model, the solid black line represents the 2017 field profile, and the 
red line represents model output. The bottom plot (B) shows the cross-shore change in elevation 
from 2016-2017 for the field profile (black) and the model profile (red).   
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Overall, the BGB22 hindcast (Figure 3.5), which is representative of the dune growth 
modes observed in unmanaged locations, performed well, achieving a RMSE of 0.18 m and a 
BSS of 0.83 (excellent). The simulation reproduced the vertical component of dune growth 
reasonably well, achieving a modelled ΔZ of 0.08 m compared to an observed ΔZ of 0.18 m . 
The simulation also successfully reproduced the evolution of the beach (RMSEbeach = 0.12 m, 
BSSbeach = 0.93). Despite this, Windsurf was unable to successfully reproduce the lateral growth 
of the dune concurrent with appropriate reproduction of beach behavior.  
 
Figure 3.6. Hindcast results for BGB15. The top plot (A) shows the final model output 
compared to the field profiles. The dashed black line represents the 2016 field profile as well as 
the initial condition for the model, the solid black line represents the 2017 field profile, and the 
red line represents model output. The vertical dashed line represents the cross-shore position of 
the sand fence on the profile.  The bottom plot (B) shows the cross-shore change in elevation 
from 2016-2017 for the field profile (black) and the model profile (red).   
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A hindcast for BGB15 between 2016-2017 demonstrates Windsurf’s ability to reproduce 
observed changes on a managed foredune profile (Figure 3.6). BGB15 has a sand fence on the 
profile ~10 m seaward of the natural dune, which promoted the formation of a fenced dune 
during the hindcast period while the natural dune did not change (RMSEdune = 0.09 m, BSSdune = 
0.34). The hindcast achieved an RMSE of 0.23 m and a BSS of 0.51 (fair). Vertical accretion of 
the beach in the field was captured reasonably well by the model (RMSEbeach = 0.25 m, BSSbeach 
= 0.52)  The simulation successfully reproduces the growth of the fenced dune and its 
relationship to the natural dune; the fenced dune accreted in the appropriate location while the 
natural dune behind the fenced dune maintained a constant morphology over the hindcast period. 
A full summary of error metrics for both hindcasts can be seen in Table 3.2.  










BGB15 0.23 0.51 0.09 0.34 0.25 0.52 
BGB22 0.18 0.83 0.30 0.04 0.12 0.93 
 
3.2. Forecasting Dune Morphology from 2016-2020 
Our Windsurf Dhigh forecasts are consistent (within vertical error; 0.02 m) with the Dhigh 
values measured from the first four years of RTK-GPS profiles, but do not capture the values for 
the final year (Figure 3.7). The Dlow forecast for BGB22 (Figure 3.8B) is within error of 
observed values for the full study period, while the Dlow forecast for BGB15 (Figure 3.8A) does 
not capture any of the observed values beyond the hindcast period. The inability of the forecast 
of BGB15 Dlow to predict values beyond the hindcast period is likely due to Hurricane Florence 
that resulted in complete erosion of the fenced dune and the beach (Figure 3.3B), which was not 




Figure 3.7. 5-year (2016-2020) LSTM forecasts for Dhigh elevation for (A) BGB15 and (B) 
BGB22. The red line is the Windsurf output and the blue points are observed values from the 
field profiles. The shaded area around the LSTM prediction (black line) represents the mean ± 
standard deviation of 10 forecasts produced with random gaussian noise added to the input data. 
 
 
Figure 3.8. 5-year (2016-2020) LSTM forecasts for Dlow elevation for (A) BGB15 and (B) 
BGB22. The red line is the Windsurf output and the blue points are observed values from the 
field profiles. The shaded area around the LSTM prediction (black line) represents the mean ± 
standard deviation of 10 forecasts produced with random gaussian noise added to the input data. 
 
4. Discussion 
4.1. Complexities in Calibrating Coupled Models 
 Coupled models hold promise for improving our understanding of how dunes and 
beaches evolve because they incorporate detailed representations of the different components of 
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the system, with each component primarily simulated by a specialized model (i.e., nearshore 
processes in XBeach, dune recovery in CDM, and aeolian sediment transport in Aeolis). Despite 
this, there are significant challenges to overcome if coupled models are to reliably reproduce 
observed changes and yield useful future predictions. For example, parameters across and within 
model cores interact nonlinearly, which makes manual calibration (essentially a multi-
dimensional optimization problem) arduous. Calibration approaches are further limited by the 
substantial computational cost of running coupled model frameworks such as Windsurf, which 
restricts the number of simulations that can be performed within a given timeframe, as well as 
the size of the parameter space that can be explored.    
In contrast, data-driven methods are computationally efficient and adept at revealing 
complex patterns in data (i.e., relationships between different parameter values and their 
associated RMSE values) and are useful in making predictions, but more work must be done to 
better understand how data driven methods represent the processes involved (e.g., Kratzert et al., 
2019; Van Maanen et al., 2010). Here, we demonstrate that combining a series of neural 
networks and genetic algorithms efficiently yields hindcasts of dune and beach change with a 
high level of accuracy . As we describe in the following section, the calibrated parameter values 
(Table 3.1), which are identified from the machine learning models, can be analyzed to open the 
“black box” of the data-driven methods. This allows us to verify that the data-driven models are 
making predictions that are both accurate and physically sound. 
The novel hindcasting approach described in this paper, using neural networks to emulate 
Windsurf output and genetic algorithms to calibrate the parameter values, addresses many of the 
key limitations of the Windsurf coupled model framework (complex parametrizations and high 
computational cost) while efficiently producing more accurate results than have been achieved 
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by more standard model calibration procedures. Neural networks have been used in coastal 
applications previously to model alongshore transport (Van Maanen et al., 2010), sandbar 
behavior (Pape et al., 2007), and to predict shoreline change (Montaño et al., 2020). Genetic 
algorithms have been used before in coastal applications to predict sandwave and sandbar 
behavior (Knaapen and Hulscher, 2002, 2003), sediment settling velocity (Goldstein and Coco, 
2014), cliff erosion (Limber et al., 2014), dune growth (Goldstein and Moore, 2018), and 
nearshore morphodynamics (Ruessink, 2005). To the author’s knowledge, the combination of 
genetic algorithms and neural networks has not yet been explored in a coastal application. 
Further, the incorporation of the LSTM network demonstrates the potential for these models to 
be used to produce longer projections (interannual scale) of dune and beach morphology change. 
LSTM has been used as part of an ensemble approach to predict three years of shoreline 
positions in New Zealand (Montaño et al., 2020), but we are unaware of any other applications 
of this method to coastal research. Additionally, previous research has typically focused on 
calibrating one of the models included within Windsurf. For example, calibrating XBeach to 
replicate storm-induced erosion (e.g., Dissanayake et al., 2014; Sanuy & Jiménez, 2019; 
Simmons et al., 2017, 2019; Splinter & Palmsten, 2012; Vousdoukas et al., 2012; de Winter et 
al., 2015), calibrating Aeolis to replicate evolution of the Sand Engine (Hoonhout and de Vries, 
2019), or calibrating CDM to simulate dune evolution along the Virginia Barrier Islands (Duran 
Vinent & Moore, 2015). The approach we develop here allows us to calibrate all three models in 
concert while achieving error scores (RMSE and BSS) that are comparable to, or better than, 





4.2. Unmanaged versus managed dune and beach dynamics 
 Data-driven approaches, such as those described in the previous section, do not represent 
the real-world processes driving coastal evolution. This can be problematic because hindcasts 
produced using a neural network and genetic algorithms may achieve high accuracy metrics 
using unrealistic parameter values that do not reflect real world conditions in the study area or 
that are physically unreasonable. Additionally, many of the parameters that must be tuned are 
difficult to  calibrate from field observations (i.e., wave symmetry, wave skewness, aeolian 
transport coefficient, bed friction coefficient) and thus there is little guidance available to guide 
the setting and testing of model parameters. Here, we discuss the calibrated parameter values for 
the managed and unmanaged profile hindcasts to demonstrate that the machine learning models 
not only produce high-quality hindcasts but that they do so by identifying parameterizations that 
are consistent with observations in the field.     
 On the unmanaged dune field profiles, we observe two modes of dune change (vertical 
and lateral) and three modes of beach change (erosion, progradation, no change) (Figure 3.4) 
between 2016 and 2017. Among the different modes of change on unmanaged profiles we find 
that the most common combination of dune and beach change we observed among the field 
profiles between 2017-2017 is a prograding beach with a vertically growing dune (Figure 3.4C). 
We find that, once calibrated, Windsurf can reproduce these changes well. The calibrated 
parameters in XBeach (Table 3.1) affect the morphology of the beach. Most critically, our 
approach identified a strong negative alongshore gradient factor (lsgrad = -0.1) with highly 
skewed waves (facas = 0.662) for BGB22. The highly skewed waves in XBeach allow for a 
large volume of sediment delivery from the nearshore to the beach that helps reproduce the 
observed amount of shoreline progradation. The negative alongshore gradient factor (lsgrad) 
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allows for the additional input of sediment into the model domain through an alongshore 
transport gradient. This is related to the direction of alongshore transport; Roelvink and Costas 
(2019) found that a positive lsgrad paired with eastward (negative) alongshore current allowed 
for shoreline accretion in XBeach. Our results are consistent with this, wherein a negative lsgrad 
value was identified that, when paired with the westward alongshore current (Roessler and 
Wells, 2001), promoted additional shoreline progradation. The relatively high (compared to the 
calibrated value for BGB15) aeolian transport coefficient (Cb = 0.9297) is consistent with the 
wide beach and finer sediments, which allows for a reasonable degree of sediment flux to the 
dune to reproduce the observed levels of vertical dune growth. Despite this, Windsurf does not 
adequately reproduce lateral dune growth, which is observed on seven (36%) of our unmanaged 
profiles. This is likely due to a limitation of the model coupling wherein the high aeolian 
transport coefficient required to produce the lateral growth leads to the formation of a dune on 
the beach, which is not consistent or realistic with observed changes in the field. A minimum 
vegetation elevation is set via CDM from the field data so while raising this value could prevent 
the dune from establishing, it is not appropriate to do so given that it is one of the few parameters 
that is informed by observed values from the field. A future avenue for improvement will include 
incorporating a newer version of CDM by Biel et al. (in review), which includes improved 
vegetation dynamics and a deterministic vegetation line that keeps plants restrained to the 
appropriate cross-shore position, preventing inappropriate dune growth.  
 The key dynamic represented by the managed profile hindcast (BGB15) was the 
formation of a fenced dune in Windsurf. The sand fence formulation and calibration procedures 
described in Section 2.2, allow Windsurf to accurately reproduce the growth of the fenced dune 
and the corresponding pause in vertical growth of the natural dune behind the fenced dune (i.e., 
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Itzkin et al., 2020). Here, we find that the genetic algorithm was able to identify a 
parameterization that not only produces an accurate hindcast but is consistent with conditions in 
the field. The algorithm identifies a low value for the aeolian transport coefficient (Cb = 0.1, 
Table 3.1), which is consistent with reduced aeolian sediment flux as a result of the narrower and 
more steeply sloped beach compared to that of BGB22. Conversely, the calibrated vegetation 
density (startingDensity = 1) is much higher on the managed profile compared to the unmanaged 
profile (startingDensity = 0.386). This is consistent with visual observations in our study area 
that suggest vegetation growth tends to be dense from the face of the fenced dune to the heel of 
the natural dune in managed areas, while vegetation on the dune face tends to be sparser on 
natural dunes in unmanaged areas.  
 The two profiles in this study are co-located on the same barrier island (Bogue Banks, 
NC) and thus there should be similarities between the parameterizations in the hindcasts given 
that the profiles are ~10 km apart and likely experienced a similar wind and wave climate 
between 2016-2017. The machine learning models developed for each hindcast are independent 
of each other, yet they both identified a similar value for the vegetation friction coefficient (m, 
Table 3.1). This is consistent with observations that indicate the dominant dune building 
vegetation (Uniola paniculata) and dune species composition are relatively consistent along the 
length of Bogue Banks (Hacker et al., 2019). Both profiles are calibrated with a low value for 
wave asymmetry (facAs, Table 3.1), which is one of the two key parameters describing wave 
driven onshore sediment transport (along with facSk). Because Bogue Banks is a concave island, 
shoreline orientation changes along shore (Figure 3.1) and thus so do the relative angles between 
the waves and wind with the beach and dunes. This necessitates different wind and wave 
parameters (Table 3.1) for the different profiles (rather than one set of calibration values for both 
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profiles) to better explain the subsequent changes in morphology in these locations (e.g., Hage et 
al., 2018, 2020; Sanuy & Jiménez, 2019) even though both simulations are being forced with the 
same input conditions. Sediment size and distribution at numerous locations across the profile 
are additional parameters that could be measured in the field and included in the model, 
potentially further improving the accuracy of hindcasts. 
 By comparing parameter values identified by the machine learning models used for 
calibrating the hindcasts with observed conditions in the field, we demonstrate that the different 
data-driven approaches can help Windsurf better represent the physics involved in driving 
evolution of the hindcast profiles. The importance of this is three-fold. First, while manual 
calibration approaches also involve adjusting parameters to match field conditions, this will 
ultimately be limited by an inability to account for the complex interactions between the 
parameter values. Machine learning models are uniquely suited to identify those interactions. 
Second, a common critique of machine learning models is that they are a “black box”, the 
approach here allows us to affirm the decisions made by the machine learning models by 
comparing them to observations. Third, as we move from producing a hindcast to forecasting 
changes to the profile (described below), it is critical to ensure that Windsurf accurately 
represents the physics driving evolution of the profile. There are an infinite number of potential 
“paths” the profile can take in the hindcast; however, we can only evaluate the hindcast by 
comparing the initial and final timesteps when observations are available. The forecast 
predictions are derived from how the hindcast evolved at each timestep; a physically reasonable 
parameterization suggests that the intermediate profile evolution is acceptable and provides 





The neural network forecasting model with a LSTM layer predicts dune morphometric 
changes reasonably well for both profiles when changes are relatively modest. However, the 
forecast for Dlow on the managed profile demonstrates a limitation of this approach. The fenced 
dune was completely eroded along with much of the beach following Hurricane Florence in 2018 
(Figure 3.3B) and the LSTM was not able to capture this significant erosion (Figure 3.8A), 
despite the inclusion of the storm in the wind and wave time series used to make the forecast 
(Figure 3.1B). This could potentially be due to the location of the tide gauge within Bogue Sound 
(Figure 3.1A) which would temper the magnitude and timing of the TWL being used to produce 
the forecast compared to the TWL on the ocean side of the island.  Machine learning methods do 
not adequately extrapolate with “out-of-sample” instances (Beuzen et al., 2019) and Hurricane 
Florence was the most extreme out-of-sample instance during the forecasting period (2017-
2020), evidenced by the degree of observed change to the profile during this time (2017-2018, 
Figure 3.3B). This limitation could be addressed by adjusting the surveying frequency and 
hindcast period to capture a period that included both growth and erosion and by analyzing the 
accuracy of the hindcast at multiple points instead of only at the endpoint. A longer hindcast 
could also address this issue if sufficient computational power is available. Despite these 
limitations, LSTM reproduces the differences in growth rates between natural dunes in managed 
and unmanaged locations (Figures 3.7 and 3.8).   
LSTM forecasts may be especially useful in the production of storm impact assessments, 
which are useful tools for assisting coastal mangers in understanding how a given location is 
likely to be impacted by an oncoming storm (e.g., Stockdon et al., 2012). Storm impact 
assessments depend on accurate inputs for pre-storm morphology to predict runup as a function 
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of beach slope (Stockdon et al., 2006) and to generate probabilistic estimates of potential impact 
regime by relating the total water level to the dune toe and crest elevations (e.g., Sallenger, 2000; 
Stockdon et al., 2012). Dunes and beaches change on sub-annual scales, particularly following 
storms, and available pre-storm surveys (used to make impact assessments) are often outdated 
and not representative of actual pre-storm morphology (Straub et al., 2020). Although the 
computational demand associated with running Windsurf currently  makes interannual-time scale 
simulations impractical, LSTM provides a quick and accurate method to extend Windsurf. 
Extending the process-based model to longer time scales has the benefit of potentially allowing 
for the generation of updated pre-storm dune morphology, which could improve the accuracy of 
storm impact assessments. Future work should consider producing Windsurf/LSTM forecasts of 
beach morphometrics, in addition to the dune metrics, and assessing the ability of the approach 
to forecast the evolution of the coupled beach dune system.  
In summary, LSTM reproduces observed variability in dune growth and erosion for both 
the managed and unmanaged dunes in addition to the overall change through time. The forecast 
range for the managed profile (Figure 3.7A, 3.8A) is narrow, consistent with the expectation that 
the fenced dune will prevent growth and erosion of the natural dune. The variability in the 
forecast over time for the unmanaged profile (computed via 10 simulations, Figure 3.7B, 3.8B) is 
larger than for the unmanaged profile and grows wider over time. This is consistent with the 
natural dune being more exposed to wind and waves and thus being more affected by the 







 While coupled process-based models (such as Windsurf) have the potential to greatly 
improve our understanding of how dunes and beaches evolve through time, their application may 
be limited by an extensive set of parameters that must be tuned, nonlinear interactions between 
parameters, and computational demands that control the duration and quantity of simulations that 
can be performed. Conversely, machine learning models (neural networks, genetic algorithms) 
can identify complex relationships in data and make efficient predictions, but do not represent 
the physics of real-world systems. Here, we present a novel and powerful workflow that 
combines coupled processed-based modeling and two types of machine learning to leverage their 
respective strengths. The combination of a neural network and genetic algorithm (NN1 + GA1) 
allows for thousands of parameterizations to be evaluated on the order of minutes without having 
to run Windsurf. With the exception of lateral dune growth, hindcasts successfully reproduced 
vertical and fenced dune growth as well as shoreline progradation and beach accretion along 
Bogue Banks, North Carolina. The LSTM model allows expansion of Windsurf by producing 
accurate predictions of dune morphology beyond the annual timescale used in the past. This 
approach allows generation of accurate hindcasts and promising forecasts of dune and beach 
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